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1.1. INTRODUCTION
The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory (NFL) is the base for the research activities
at the Studsvik reactors. It is administrated by the University of Uppsala and is established
to facilitate reactor based research. The laboratory is intended to, in co-operation with
institutes and departments at universities in Sweden, develop, construct and maintain
experimental equipment for this kind of research and to make it available for scientists at
Swedish universities and, if possible, also to scientists outside the universities. The national
character of NFL is also reflected in the composition of its board. Recently the board created
an additional body, a Research Board, to advice on scientific maners and to distribute beamtime at the different neutron scattering instrumentations.

1.2. GENERAL ACTIVITIES AT NFL
The research at the Studsvik facilities has during 1990 and 1991 been performed by
groups from Uppsala University, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Chalmers
Technical University, Gothenburg, and by scientists at NFL. The research programme of the
groups is as indicated in table 1 divided into three main areas, scattering of thermal neutrons,
nuclear chemistry/nuclear physics, and neutron capture radiography.

Table 1. Research groups using the facilities at the Studsvik reactors.
Thermal neutron scattering
Department of Neutron Research, programme for materials physics, Studsvik
(Uppsala University)
Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Uppsala University
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics, Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm
Department of Chemistry, Chalmers Technical University, Gothenburg

Nuclear chemistry/nuclear physics
Department of Neutron Research, programme for nuclear chemistry/nuclear
physics, Studsvik (Uppsala University)

Neutron capture radiography
Department of Radiation Sciences, programme for physical biology, Uppsala
University
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The programme for subatomic physics, especially neutron physics, at the Department
for Neutron Research, Uppsala University, has also staff pernkjiently placed at NFL but in
its research the programme uses the experimental facilities at the The Svedberg Laboratory,
Uppsala.
The staff from the research groups which is permanently working in the NFL building
comprises 28 persons. In addition about 10 researchers and thesis students spend at least one
day per week at NFL. In total 9 thesis students are making parts of their thesis work at the
different research instrumentations. The activity and thus the scientific atmoshere has
accordingly been considerably improved during the past two years. Several guest scientists
have also contributed to this as well is invited lecturers to the ongoing seminar series. The
complete list of lecturers is appended at the end of this report.

L3. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES AT NFL

1.3.1. NEUTRON SCATTERING AT THE R2 REACTOR
The neutron research at NFL is performed at the two research reactors R2 and R2-0. R2
which is used for the neutron scattering experiments is a light-water moderated reactor and
it operates at a nominal power of SO MW. The thermal neutron flux at the bottom of the
beam tubes is about • x 10" n/cm2s. The neutron scattering experiments are performed with
spectrometers installed on six radial and two tangential beam tubes. The reactor operation
cycle comprises 17-19 days followed by a service shutdown of 9-10 days. There are two long
shutdowns, each approximately of the length of a month, in July and around Christmas.
The research is as mentioned above performed by many groups. These groups are responsible
for their own instrumentation but they are supported by NFL with technical and administrativ?;
assistance.
Some years ago the reactor vessel at R2 was exchanged. In connection to this modifications
were made on the beam tubes in order to improve on the efficiency of the reactor as a
research tool. These upgrades are now nearly completed and during 1990/91 four instruments
(see table 2) have been in full operation. The construction of the remaining ones (see table
3) will be completed during the the first half of 1992. A layout of the instrumentation around
R2 is seen in fig. 1.
A user programme for the use of the neutron scattering instruments has recently been
established. Thus the neutron spectrometers are available to visiting scientists, both Swedish
and overseas, on a collaborative basis with senior staff members of NFL and research
proposals can be submitted either to the NFL Research Board or to a senior scientist at NFL.
About 70% of the beam time is allotted by the Board while the rest is distributed at the
discretion of the senior scientist. The Board is in these latter cases judging upon the merits
of the performed experiments after its completion. The results of all performed experiments
are to be presented in a report.

Table 2. Neutron scattering instrumentations at the R2 reactor
in operation during 1991

Neutron
beam tube

Instrumentation

Responsible for the operation

HI

Service instrument

NFL

H5

Single-crystal diffractometer

Department of Inorganic Chemistry, UU

H6

Diffractometer for protein
studies

NFL

H7

Diffractometer for
disordered structures

NFL

H8

Powder diffractometer

Department of Inorganic Chemistry, UU

KTH: Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
UU: Uppsala University
CTH: Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg
NFL: Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory

Table 3. Neutron scattering instrumentations at the R2 reactor
to be operational during 1992

Neutron
beam tube

Instrumentation

Responsible for project

H3

Time-of-flight spectrometer
for thermal neutrons
(operational summer 1992)

Department of Neutron and Reactor
Physics, KTH, and NFL (from
1 July 1992)

H5

Three-axes spectrometer
(operational summer 1992)

NFL

H9

Single-crystal diffractometer Department of Inorganic Chemistry, UU
(to be moved from beam tube
H5 summer 1992)

H10

Spectrometer for polarized
neutrons
(operational summer 1992)

Department of Neutron and Reactor
Physics, KTH, and NFL (from
1 July 1992)
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TTOF

Fig. 1. Layout of the instrumentation around the R2 reactor.
1) Reactor core; 2) D2O moderator; 3) Reactor pool

1.3.2. THE R2-0 REACTOR
The R2-0 reactor is a 1 MW swimming pool reactor cooled by natural convection. It is
mobile in the pool and is in one position used as the neutron source for the on-line isotope
separator OSIRIS operated by the programme for Nuclear Chemistry/Nuclear Physics, UU.
In a second position it serves as the source for the neutron capture radiography research
performed by the programme for Physical Biology, UU, and in a third as the neutron source
for the practical exercises of undergraduate students arranged by NFL.
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1.3.3. TEACHING
In addition to supporting research NFL has put substantial efforts on creating facilities for
training of undergraduate students. These include for example neutron flux and total cross
section measurements. A facility for practical exercises in neutron physics, activation analysis
with prompt y-rays and neutron radiography has also been installed at the R2-0 reactor in a
collaboration between NFL, Department of Neutron Research, Uppsala and Department of
Neutron and Reactor Physics, KTH. The following courses have been utilizing this facility
and/or the research instrumentation at R2 for practical exercises:

Table 2. Courses for which practical exercises have been arranged at NFL during 1991.

University

Course

Responsible

cm

Reactor Physics

Prof. N.G.Sjöstrand

KTH

Reactor Physics

Doc. W.Gudowski

KTH

Applied Neutron Physics

Prof. UDahlborg

KTH

Neutrons in Materials Physics
(course for thesis students)

Prof. U.Dahlborg

UU

Nuclear Methods in Materials Physics

Prof. EKarlsson

UU

Nuclear Energy

Doc. B.Holmqvist

UU

Structural Chemistry
(course for thesis students)

Doc. R.Tellgren

1.3.4. SYMPOSIA
In order to stimulate the use of the neutron scattering facilities at Studsvik a two-day
symposium "Neutron Scattering Days" have been organized every year since 1987. In 1990
the symposium was arranged in collaboration with the section for Condensed Matter Physics
of the Swedish Physical Society and enlarged to include sections on Condensed Matter Theory
and High-Tc superconductors. Most of the presented contributions (oral and posters) were
published as conference proceedings in Physica Scripta 44,1991. The subjects of the different
symposia (given in table 3) reflects the general scientic interest of the research groups
working at NFL.
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Table 3. Symposia arranged at NFL during 1990/91
Date

Subject of symposium

Invited speakers

21 - 23 May 1990

Neutron Scattering Days 1990: The
Studsvik Condensed Matter Meeting

RBourée, P.Hcdcgärd,
A.Hewat, S.W.Lovesey,
MParinello, G.Sawatski,
A.C.Wright

21 - 22 May 1991

Neutron Scattering Days 1991:
Application of Neutron Scattering
Techniques in Chemistry, Physics
and Biology

RBourée, LFinney,
MXehman

29 - 30 May 1991

Structure and Dynamics of Liquids
and Glasses

V.Manov, P.Schofield,
A.Sjölander

3 - 4 October 1991

The Use of Neutrons for Studies of
Magnetic Properties of Condensed
Maner

LDobrzynski,
F.Machizaud,
S.W.Lovesey
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11.1.1 Neutron Scattering Activities at the Studsvik Neutron
Research Laboratory
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SCATTERING FUNCTION OF AMORPHOUS BORON
1
1
R. G. Delaplane
, U. Dahlborg
, T. Lundström2,4
3
4
M. Arai , S. M. Bennington and W. S. Howells
1

The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, S-611 82 Nyköping. Sweden
The Institute
of Chemistry, Uppsala University, Box 531, S-75121 Uppsala, Sweden
3
National
Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Oho, Tsukuba 305, Japan
4
!S1S Divisions, The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot Oxon, UK

2

1.

Introduction

Inelastic scattering measurements have been performed to derive S(Q,E) for amorphous
boron in order to form a basis for better understanding the structure and dynamics of this material. The recently commissioned spectrometer MARI has been shown to be very suitable for investigating the dynamical structure factor of non-crystalline substances. From the pulsed
source MARI uses neutron incident enagies from 20meV to 2eV with high energy resolution of
1 % (AE/E). Data is collected simultaneously from a wide continuous scattering angle ranging
from 3 to 135° which covers a large region of Q-E space thus giving two-dimensional information of the microscopic structure of the sample.
The a-B sample (enriched 99.1 % with the isotope n B ) has been well characterized by
previous measurements on LAD at the ISIS facilities/ A structural model has been derived
based on B 1 2 icosahedra resembling those found in f>B, but with disorder occurring in the
linking between these subunits. Through the years a series of studies of the specific heat and
thermal conductivity of crystalline 0-boron (pure and doped with metals), amorphous boron,
boron carbides and metal bondes have been studied and compared. Of particular interest has
been the question of the lowest conductivity which can be achieved for these solids. Values for
amorphous boron are believed to represent the limit, but experimental difficulties have hindered
obtaining reliable results. A key is an understanding of the lattice vibrations. Several studies
have used IR and Raman spectroscopy. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments would allow
the determination of the vibrational density of states (VDOS) from which the specific heat can
be calculated and thus be better understood on an atomic level. Recently it has been shown that
coherent inelastic neutron scattering can give valuable information about the atomic displacements for the vibrational modes through the dependence of the scattering function S(Q,E) upon
the momentum transfer Q.
2.

Experimental Results and Discussion

S(Q,E) was measured with an incident energy Ej=225meV at 295K for an annular sarn pie of a-B with inner and outer diameters of 18 and 24 mm, respectively, in order to minimize
multiple scattering and absorption effects. Intensity data were collected during 15 hours after
which the experiment was terminated because of a beam failure. As these results are regarded
as preliminary, only an approximate absorption correction was made, and no correction was applied for multiple scattering effects. The resulting total S(Q,E) scattering function is shown in
Fig. 1. The integration over the energy transfer E at constant momentum transfer Q gives a
structure factor S(Q) which agrees well with that obtained from earlier elastic neutron scattering
experiments and confirms the validity of the data analysis. The results show a Q dependence of
the vibrational modes at various energies(Fig. 2, for example) which will be analyzed using the
Sen-Thorpe central-force model to give information about the atomic displacements for the vi brational modes.
A preliminary phonon vibrational density of states was derived by averaging from Q=5
to ISA''(Fig. 3). It is well known that the structures of boron-rich compounds are related to
one another because of the common building unit based on icosahedra or derived polyhedra. It
is important to note that here the inter-icosahedral bonds are stronger than the intra-icosahedral
ones and that the vibrational properties of the icosahedra are preserved from one structure to
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another. If we then use as a guide-line lattice dynamical model calculations made for crystalline
a-rhombohedral boron2, the peak near 45 meV is assigned to the librational modes of the boron
icosahedra, the region of the two main peaks (70 to 100 meV) to intra-icosahedral modes, and
possibly the weak peaks around 120-140 meV to inter-icosahedral modes. A more detailed
analysis is in progress, and we hope to complete the measurements in the near future.

Fig. 1. Total scattering function S(Q,E)
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Fig. 3. Vibrational density of states G(E)
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SLAD - A NEUTRON DIFFRACTOMETER FOR LIQUIDS AND
NON-CRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
R. G. Delaplane, M. Grönros, L-E. Karlsson, A. Wannberg and U. Dahlborg
The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
A new neutron diffractometer for liquids and non-crystalline materials which has been
constructed in Studsvik is presently in continuous operation. Neutron diffraction studies of
these substances using diffraction techniques require high statistical precision of the measured
diffracted intensities while resolution requirements are less demanding than in the case of powder diffractometry. For these reasons a linear position-sensitive-detector (PSD) system was
chosen since intensities diffracted from a large range of scattering angles can be measured simultaneously. Efficient collection rates are essential for the precise determination of partial
structure factors in polyatomic systems where isotopic substitution techniques are used in
which limited quantities of sample are available. In addition interesting experiments are possible with samples under extreme conditions of temperature, and kinetic phenomena such as
chemical reactions and phase transformations can be studied.
A detailed description of the original version of the instrument has appeared previously1.
The detector system is a modification of the design used for neutron diffractometers constructed by the Research Reactor Facility at the University of Missouri 2 . Four immobile ReuterStokes 3 He counters subtending scattering angles ranging from 5 to 140° were mounted in a
water-filled steel tank which served as radiation shielding. In order to obtain greater flexibility
and facility in the use of auxiliary equipment such as furnaces, cryostats or an electromagnet,
the mechanical construction was radically changed. A four-counter array with the detectors
placed directly one above the other was installed in a triangular-shaped masonite box shielded
with B4C-impregnated plastic. The detector assembly was then mounted on a movable arm
fastened to a rotation table as shown in Figure 1. The distance between the sample and the
mid-point of the detector array is 100 cm. In each position the detector array subtends 28° so
that an angular range of 115° can be covered by measurements in four different positions. A
monochromatic beam of neutrons is defined by a collimator to limit the horizontal divergence
and is diffracted by the sample. A portion of the scattered neutrons is collected by an array of
PSD counters. A radial oscillating collimator has been placed in the opening of the detector assembly box between the sample and the detectors to minimize background radiation, especially
that due to Bragg scattering by windows on furnaces or cryostats.
In the near future a second identical detector assembly will be mounted on the rotation
table which will double the rate of data collection. A stationary array will be mounted in the
low-angle region in order to improve the capability for measuring intensities at low Q. A vacuum chamber surrounding the sample and enclosing a large portion of the path of the scattered
neutrons will be added in order to minimize scattering from air. A vertically focused monochromator is under construction which will increase the beam intensity by a factor of 3 to S.
Each detector consists of a cylindrical stainless steel tube, 2.54 cm in diameter with an active length of about 60 cm. The counter gas is a mixture of 8 atm. of 3 He and 8 atm. of argon
with 5% CO2 , and a nickel-chrome wire with a resistance of 8200 Q serves as the central
anode. The position of each detected neutron along the counter length is determined by the
charge-division method3. Each neutron collision event results in an electric discharge emitted at
each detector end in which the magnitude of the charge is directly proportional to the distance
of the neutron collision from the end of the tube. The electronic circuitry which has been designed and developed here at NFL features digitization of the amplified pulses by 8-bit A/D
converters after which the charge-division arithmetic is performed with a combination of LCA
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logical circuits and a PC computer. The intensity data is normalized and rebinned to form a
histogram as a function of scattering angle. A resolution of about 1.5% is obtained for Ad/d at
26 m = 56° using a Cu (220) rnonochromator with A = 1.12 Å.
Figure 1

SLAD
STUDSVIK LIQUIDS AND AMORPHOUt
MATERIALS DIFFRACTOMETER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

FILTER
MONOCHROMATOR
COLLIMATOR
SAMPLE
OSCILLATING RADIAL COLLIMATOR
DETECTOR SHIELDING
POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTORS

The present experimental program includes nuclear and magnetic structural studies of
several amorphous metal-boride alloys, Cul-Cu2O-MoO3 glasses and barium fluorozirconate
glasses. Other scheduled experiments are studies of molten salts, phase transitions of hydrates
and nuclear and magnetic structures of rare earth compounds.
The design and construction of the diffractometer has been supported by a grant from
the Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of Research (FRN).
1. Delaplane, R. G., Dahlborg, U., Sandström, M. and Sköld, K., Neutron Scattering in the
"Nineties', IAEA, Vienna 469 (1985).
2. Tompson, C. W., Mildner, D. F. R., Mehregany, M., Sudol, J., Berliner, R. and Yelon,
W. B., J. Appl. Cryst. 17, 385 (1984).
3. Berliner, R., King, J. S., Mildner, D. F. R., Nucl. Insrrum.Methods3, 223 (1958).
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MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS AND NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION STUDIES OF
MAGNETIC MATERIALS.
K. Blinowski*, U. Dahlborg*, E. Lidström*, C. Svensson Huldt* and Roger Wäppling*.
* Dept of Neutron and Reactor Physics, Royal Institute of Technology,
S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
* Department of Physics, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
* Institute for Atomic Physics, Swierk, Poland
In the study of the magnetic properties of matter, the use of polarized neutrons is of
particular interest. The availability of polarized neutrons is, however, very limited since a
number of research reactors in the world are temporarily or permanently closed. There is also
at present no efficient way implemented to produce polarized neutron at spallation sources,
although a number of methods have been proposed. At the R2-reactor in Studsvik, a
spectrometer for polarized neutrons, POLAR, has been constructed and is, after test
measuremants at the beam line HI, now installed at the new tangential beam line H10. The
spectrometer is expected to produce the first physics results during 1992. The spectrometer
has a pvrolitic graphite/supermirror combination for the production of long wavelength (3.5
to 5.S A) polarized neutrons and will use a magnetized Heusler crystal to produce polarized
neutrons at shorter wavelengths (close to 1 Å). A spin flipper is available for flipping ratio
determinations and a set of electromagnets to rotate the neutron spin through an arbitrary angle
is been completed and will make 3-dimensional depolarization analysis possible. The
spectrometer is equiped with a IT magnet and an accessible temperature range of 2 - 400K.
The first research programs for which the spectrometer will be used is the study of magnetic
excitations in amorphous magnets and the study of magnetic materials with the aid of
depolarization analysis.
Magnetic excitations
The determination of magnetic excitations is analogous to the determination of the
vibration spectrum (the phonon spectrum) of liquids and solids. In order to be able to separate
the magnon excitations from the phonon excitations (which are always present) it is
indispensible to have access to polarized neutron. Phonon scattering is always of the
non- spin-flip type and any spin-flip scattering must, therefore, be due to magnons. (There is
also, in certain rases, a magnetovibrational coupling present but this process is well
understood and does not complicate the experimental situation.) It is possible to make the
investigations as polarized beam diffraction experiments or with full polarization analysis and
both methods will be available at the POLAR instrument. The first studies will involve
metallic glasses and are a complement to earlier neutron scattering studies in Studsvik using
SLAD and at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using LAD described elsewhere in this report.
Neutron depolarization
When a polarized neutron passes through a magnetic material it is affected in two ways:
1) The polarization vector precesses around the direction of local magnetization.
2) Variations in local magnetization leads to a reduction in the length of the polarization
vector.

-
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The latter effect is the depolarization and is the one to be used primarily in the research
program planned. The mechanism for the neutron depolarization (ND) is the same as the one
leading to depolarization in the nSR-spectroscopy which has been used to study a number of
problems in different research areas by, among others, the Uppsala group.
The ND method can be used to study the static and dynamic domain structure in both
ferro- and antiferromagnetic materials. It can also be used in the determination of critical
phenomena as well as the onset of correlations between the magnetic moments in the
paramagnetic range to which the initial studies will be devoted as described below. The
method has a large potential without posing to high demands on the intensity of the neutron
beam. It is, therefore, a method that is highly suitable for a reactor of the R2 size.
In the study of the approach to magnetic ordering when the temperature is reduced in the
paramagnetic range the the muon is, due to its large magnetic moment, particularly sensitive
and we have observed spin correlations at temperatures that in some cases have been as high
as (2-3)-Tc (TN). These correlations are often anisotropic and represent both spatial and
temporal correlations. The cot related (para)magnetic moments give rise to a magnetic field
that varies in time and space and leads to a depolarization for the (normally static) muon that
is used as probe.
With the aid of the ND technique one records the correlation length along the path of the
neutron for the local magnetizations (or magnetic clusters) that can occur as well as the
average orientation of these ordered structures and also the average "magnetization". With the
ND method one can study correlation lengths that varies from <100 Å to several mm. For the
study of the paramagnetic range the lower limit is the most interesting. The muon method has
a fixed temporal observation window, given by the lifetime of the muon, and it is, therefore,
difficult to distinguish between changes in the size of the correlated regions and changes in
their lifetimes.The ND method offers , in this connection ,a unique possibility which, as far
as we can tell, has not been exploited; through a variation of neutron energy one can vary
the observation time, i.e. the time that the neutron spends in a correlated area, and this should
facilitate the distinction between spatial and time dependencies.
The Diffractometer for Polarized Neutrons at Beam Tube H10

A
B
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O

-~~ -ft—* i
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0
E
F
G
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Optical neutron guides in
the beam tube 10
Pyrolytic graphite
vertically focussing
monochromator
Polarizing supermirror
Spin flipper
Magnetic guide fields
Sample position
Collimator
Counter shield
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THE NFL COMPUTER FACILITY
P-l Johansson
The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory
S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
The computer resource at NFL is an essential part of the facility at the laboratory and is
used by NFL and the Institute of Neutron Research, INF. The former computer VAX8200 »
system has been replaced by work stations of model VAX4000-60 2 and VAX4000-VLC 2
during Feb. 1992 The replacement was funded by Knut och Alice Wallenbergs Stiftelse under
contract D5053. The contract also included funds for a fast connection to the University of
Uppsala with access to SUNET and INTERNET and a laser printer with a PostScript drive.
The new network at NFL including workstations and devices is shown in Fig 1. The major
improvements achieved by the new facility are: access to multigraphic screens, five to fifteen
times faster computer processing on each workstation (Model 60 is the fastest), access to
INTERNET, faster communication with remote nodes, and a system that can operate in normal
office environmental conditions.

Hardware
Node NFLETT serves as bootnode and server for other devices. All stations include
graphic screens for window applications, internal mounted disks of 208 Mb capacity and a
memory of 16 Mb for model 60, and 121 Mb disk and 8 Mb memory for model VLC,
respectively. Internal disks are used for paging and swapping. Seven external SCSI units can
be mounted on a VAX4000 station which also includes adapter for Ethernet connection.
The new system includes a CD-ROM drive, a READ and WRITABLE magneto-optic
diskdrive with a storage capacity of 600 Mb, two EXABYTE-82003, and one EXABYTE8S003 8 mm cartridge tape system with capacity of 2.2 Gb and 5 Gb, respectively. The two
diskette drives shown in Fig 1 can read and write files on diskettes formatted by the Microsoft
DOS operating system as well as for storing files from any of the VMS disks USERs have
access to disks DKA1, DKA2 or DKA3, each of which has a formatted storage capacity of 1
Gb.

Communication
The Local Area Network (LAN) is based on the Ethernet protocol and a thick Ethernet
cable connecting laboratories, offices, the R2- and the OSIRIS building at NFL. The network
includes an IGS-Remote4 router connecting the LAN to the Wide Area Network (WAN), with
access to SUNET and INTERNET. A permanent communication line links NFL and Uppsala
with a transmission rate of 64 kb/s The router can forward data packages from TCP/IP and
DECnet protocols and also supports the LAN media Ethernet. The communication software
includes standard protocols such as IP, TELNET, FTP, TFTP and others. The router also
has bridging capability for the DECnet protocol
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The nodes at NFL have been given the following names and numbers:
DECNETnode name

DECNETIPnode number node name*

NFLETT
NFL2
NFL3
NFL4
NFL5
NFL6
NFL7
VAX2K
WS2OS
IBM6K

60.241
60.242
60.243
60.244
60.245
60.246
60.247
1.301
1.302
1.303

NFLETT
NFL2
NFL3
NFL4
NFL5
NFL6
NFL7
VAX2K*
W2SOS*
IBM6K*

IPnode number

Model

130 238.29.11
130.238.29.12
130 238.29.13
130.238.29.14
130.238.29.15
130.238.29.16
130.238.29.17
130.238.29.21*
130.238.29.22*
130.238.29.31*

VAX4000-60 Bootnode
VAX4000-60
VAX4000-60
VAX4000-VLC
VAX4000-VLC
VAX4000-VLC
VAX4000-VLC
VAX2(XX)
VAX2000
IBM RS/6000/320

+

The full IP-name for the node NFLETT is NFLETT.STUDSVIK.UU.SE
"Will be installed if requested
The IP numbers will be in effect mid-March 1992. Each node can then be reached from
any remote node on SUNET or INTERNET network and an 'anonymous' account at NFLETT
after which disk DKA1 will allow external file transmission.
MAIL to users at NFLETT should be addressed:
E-mail address:
IP-mail address:

username® NFLETT. SUNET. SE
username®NFLETT.STUDSVIK.UU.SE

Internal communications use the protocols LAT, TCP/IP, DECnet and DECnet DOS via
the internal Ethernet network system. Three terminals servers use the LAT protocol while two
use both the LAT and the TCP/IP protocols giving users access to any local workstation
including the AIX/UNIX station. Nodes at NFL are also reacnable via modem, compatible to
Hayes and AT command set through telephone lines. The modems operate at rates from 300 to
2400 bps full duplex.

Software
Each workstation of the model VAX4000-60 is licensed for 8 users and each of the
model VLC is licensed for two users The stations operate under system VMS 5.5 in the cluster
mode giving users access to any device shown in Fig 1. The VMS workstations at NFL are
included in a site license effectuated 1992, by the University of Uppsala and Digital Equipment
A B Under that license any program developed by Digital Equipment AB can run at the present
workstations at NFL at no extra charge. Upgraded programs will be distributed by Digital to
workstations in Uppsala from where they can be copied to NFL.
Software installed at VMS nodes at NFL are: NAS-250, VMS 5.5, ACA, DEC

windows, Motif, DECnet-VAX end node, ext to DECnet-VAX, VAXcluster,
FORTRAN, C, TEX, WPS+, PASCAL, and FMS. The node NFLETT is also licensed
for MultiNet5, a TCP/IP software package including the protocols IP, TCP, FTP,
TELNET, SMTP, DNS, TFTP, RIP SNMP and others. Also installed at NFLETT is the
Network File System (NFS Client5) protocol, which allows client computers running the
VMS operating system to access files remotely on computers that use different operating
systems, and NFS Server5 that operate in the reverse direction. NFLETT will also be
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licensed for CA-DISSPLA6, a subroutine library for programming applications that presents
data graphically. Besides the program mentioned other programs covered by the site license can
be installed.
The IBM RS-6000 model 320 workstation is part of the network and communicates
with NFLETT through MultiNet protocol package and corresponding software on the AIX
station.
The printing facility includes one Digital LN03+ laser printer, one Texas Instruments
microLaser PS-176 and one microLaser Turbo6 of which the later two have PostScript drivers.
Also available is a medium fast line printer.
Terminals, printers and modems can connect to workstations via DEC200 and PK4000
terminal servers. The servers are part of the LAN system with one DEC200 located in the R2
building. The instrumental PC computers in the R2- and the OSIRIS building are equipped
with Ethernet board for fast transfer of experimental data to local or remote nodes.
The computer system based on VAX8200 has been operational for almost one hundred
percent of the time period considered in this report.
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y-RAY DIFFRACTOMETER
DEVELOPMENT OF NEUTRON MONOCHROMATORS FOR FOCUSING
DEVICES
Waclaw Gudowski
Neutron Reasearch Laboratory, Studsvik
Facilities:

y-ray diffractomcter with I37Cs source
Hot press for plastic deformation of Cu and other monocrystals with on-line
y-control

A small reconstruction of the y-diffractometer was performed in order to change the ysource from 192Ir to 137Cs (800 Curies). It was uneconomical to continue with 192Ir y-source
due to its realtively short half-life time (72 days) and very high prices for new sources. The
drawback is that higher energy of 137Cs y-radiation gives worse angular resolution but at
the same time the transmision through the hot-press increases giving bener statistics during
on-line measurements. The half-life time of the 137Cs source is 30 years which eliminates the
problem of the decresing intensity of the source.
The y-spectrometer operation and data acquisition is fully computerized.
A computer program for calculation of the optimal mosaic spread and the optimal
horizontal curvature for the neutron monochromators was developed. It gives the opportunity
to optimize monochromator parameters for desired flux and angle or energy resolutions at the
sample position. The analysis of the typical parameters for a neutron spectrometer shows that
a right choice of the monochromator curvature can increase the neutron intensity at the sample
position by factor 2 - 3 without a considerable degradation of the resolution.
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SUPERPOSITION AND POLARIZATION EFFECTS
ON THE ELECTRON DENSITY OF LONE PAIRS

IVAR OLOVSSON, HALINA PTASIEWICZ-BAK' AND GARRY. J. McINTYRE"
Institute of Chemistry, University of Uppsala, Box 531, S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden

ABSTRACT
There appears to be conflicting experimental evidence on the redistribution of the electron
density in the lone-pair and other regions of a molecule due to the interaction with its nearest
neighbours. In some experimental as well as theoretical deformation density maps a decrease
in the lone-pair density has been reported, whereas in other cases an increase has been found.
It appears that two major, counteracting factors are responsible for these differences (apan
from experimental errors in the diffraction studies and limited accuracy in the theoretical
calculations): an increase in the lone-pair density is expected due to the polarizing influence
of the neighbours, whereas simple superposition of the isolated monomer deformation densities will lead to an apparent decrease due to the overlap with the negative contours of the
neighbouring atom. Depending on which of these factors is the dominant one, an increase or
decrease may thus be observed.
These points are illustrated by recent results on nickel sulfate hexahydrate and some other
hydrogen-bonded compounds. The electron density based on the fitted deformation functions
of all atoms in the structure is compared with the individual densities calculated from
deformation functions of the separate monomers. In this way the effects of simple superposition of the individual densities has been studied, and a partitioning of the electrostatic
and polarization contributions to the hydrogen bonds and other relatively weak bonds to the
oxygen lone-pairs attempted.
Key words: Electron density, Superposition effects, Polarization effects, Lone Pairs,
Hydrogen bonds

Permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Dorodna 16,03-195
Warsaw, Poland
The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, University of Uppsala,
S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
Present address: Institut Laue Langevin, 156X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, France
Address for reprints: I. Olovsson, Institute of Chemistry, University of Uppsala, Box 531,
S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden
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11.1.2 Neutron and X-ray Scattering, Tracer Diffusion and
Molecular Dynamics Studies of Materials
at the Department of Neutron Research
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TRACER SELF-DIFFUSION STUDY
OF SUPERIONIC CONDUCTING MATERIALS
K Sköld, J. X. M. Z. Johansson, L-E Karlsson
Department ojNeutron Research. Uppsala University, 5-6// 82 Nyköping,
Sweden
1. Introduction
Many probes have been applied to the study of superionic transport properties. Among
these the radioactive tracer method has several advantages. Firstly, the tracer method
directly measures the concentration profile of the labeled specie, the solution of the Fick's
equation from a continuum approach (Gaussian function) can be directly used to determine
the diffusion coefficient, with higher reliability than microscopic approaches, such as the
neutron scattering method. The lack of reproducibility for the other direct methods have
given first priority to the tracer method, whenever applicable. Secondly, in the tracer
method no external forces and fields are involved, thus the correlation effect is contained in
the result, which, for example, is not the case for the electrochemical (e.c) method.
In the late 70's the first tracer diffusion measurement with cuprous compounds, Cul in yand a-phases, was performed within the Tracer Project at NFL7. A novel non-destructive
method was developed for this, in which the activity of the tracer atoms is produced in_sitji
in a thin slice in the center of the sample rod by irradiation in a reactor. This method has
major advantages in that nuclei with short half lives, such as Cu, can be studied. As the
sample is enclosed in a sealed glass tube throughout the experiment, the method also
greatly simplifies experiments on samples which are sensitive to exposure to the
atmosphere, e.g. hygroscopic samples.
Our tracer studies are presently focused on the copper halides. Structurally copper
halides and Agl are a special type of compounds which, instead of having the highly ionic
alkali halides structure from pure geometric considerations, effectively resemble the
tetrahedrally coordinated Zinc blende structure. Experimentally and theoretically, copper
halides have analogous structural properties and ionic conducting behavior as Agl, the most
thoroughly studied superionic conducting compound; theoretical models (e.g. potential
models ) of Agl can be extended to the copper halides, and this yields a check of the validity
and limits of the theory. In applications, silver and copper halides are attractive industrial
compounds as solid electrolytes; and since the cost for copper is much lower than for
silver, the former promises a greater prospect for applications.
Other superionic materials, such as Agl-based materials, which so far comprise the
primary materials for solid electrolyte applications are potential materials for our tracer
studies. A first measurement on Ag" diffusion in Agl-based glass [(AgI) 06 -(Ag 2 O2B 2 O 3 ) 04 ] has shown that the two types of silver atoms diffuse at the same rate.
2. Results on Copper Halides
In our recent work, measurements of the diffusion of Cu + in the 0-phase of Cul', and all
three solid phases of CuCl2 and CuBr3 were carried out, utilizing coincidence counting of
the annihilation gammas from the positron decay of ^Cu The diffusion coefficients and
the activation energies are evaluated. For all three compounds, the experimental results
show sharp change of diffusion at the phase transitions, and display an Arrhenius relation
within each phase. These characteristics agree with the ionic conductivity measurements by
Wagner et al8 Fig. 1 shows examples of activity profiles for Cul as a function of time at
elevated temperature. Results for the diffusion coefficient, D, vs.temperature for the three
compounds are summarized in Fig.2 on a logarithmic scale The diffusion parameters for
the copper halides provide guidance for the theoretical study, and invaluable information for
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the understanding of the influential factors related to lattice structure, ionic size and
thermodynamic properties. Quantitative interpretation of the results has been put forward
(eg Ret.3 ). Further qualitative studies using molecular dynamics simulation or phonon
calculations are planned.
3.

Collaboration

Dr. Jens-Eric J$rgensen, Department of Chemistry at Aarhus University, Denmark,
participates in this project and spends approximately two months each year at NFL.
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VITREOUS S i O 2 - A NETWORK GLASS
I Ebbsjö
Department of Neutron Research, University of Uppsala, S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
Silicon dioxide is one of the most studied materials in solid state physics and chemistry.
Although crystalline SiO2 is known to have as many as 40 different structures, only
cristobalite, quaitz, coesite, and stishovite have a temperature-density field of thermodynamic
stability for chemically pure SiO2 (no other element added for structural stability). Structures
of a- and {J-cnstobahtes and quartz at atmospheric pressure, and coesite at high pressures,
involve different arrangements of nearly ideal comer-sharing Si(O, 3)4tetrahedra.
In collaboration with P. Vashishta and R. K Kalia at Argonne National Laboratory, USA,
effective lnterparticle potentials for molecular dynamics(MD) simulations of AX2-type glasses
have been developed. Details of the two- and three-body potentials used for a-SiO, are
described in [1]. The two-body interactions comprise Coulomb interactions due to charge
transfer between Si and O, steric repulsion due to the finite sizes of Si and O, and chargedipole interactions to include electronic polarizabiiity effects. The three-body covalent
interactions involve the variations of Si-O bondlength and Si-O-Si and O-Si-0 bond angles.
We note that A-X is the shortest bond with the strongest attractive energy.
Similar effective interactions were used previously to successfully describe the structural
properties of molten and vitreous GeSe2 and SiSe2. Also the phonon density of states for both
glasses were in good agreement with those obtained from inelastic neutron scattering
measurements.
In the MD-studies, a-SiO2 at normal density was obtained as follows: starting with a melt
thermalized for 60 000 time steps at 3000 K, the system was cooled to 2500 K and thermalized
for 30 000 time steps, then further cooled to 2000 K and and thermalized for another 30 000
time steps. The melt at 2000 K was quenched at a rate of 0.1% every 10 time steps until it
reached = 1500 K; at this point the system underwent thermal arrest. It was subsequently
thermalized for 60 000 time steps. From this system glasses at 600, 300, and 10 K were
obtained by cooling and thermalizing.
The neutron structure factors SN(q) for vitreous silica from MD simulations and neutron
diffraction are shown in Fig. 1. The heights and widths of all peaks in the MD results for
SN(q) are in excellent agreement with the neutron diffraction measurements.

Fig 1 Neutron static structure factor SN(q) for a-SiO2
Solid line, MD results at 310 K, solid dots, neutron-diffraction experiments at 10 K
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The partial pair-distribution functions and bond-angle distributions are used to determine
the short-range order. Fig. 2 shows the MD results for Si-Si, Si-O, and O-O pair distribution
functions in the glass. The position of the first peak in gSjo(r) 8 ' v e s t n e s ' - ° bond length as
1.62*0.02 Å The nearest neighbour O-O distance from Fig. 2 is 2.64±0.02 Å. The
coordination number is the integral over the first peak in the pair distribution function.
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The bond-angle distributions in amorphous SiO2 are shown in Fig. 3. The first peak in the
O-O-O distribution occurs at 60°. The observation that each Si has four nearest neighbour O
atoms and that O-Si-0 and O-O-O distributions have peaks at 109° and 60°, respectively,
establish the presence of Si(O, 2>4 tetrahedra. These tetrahedra are nearly perfect and are
present in the molten state as well It should be noted that for perfect tetrahedra the O-O-Si
angle is 35.26° and, indeed, the corresponding bond-angle distribution in Fig. 3 is peaked
around 35°.
The Si-O-Si bond angle distribution reveals how the nearest-neighbour tetrahedra are
connected to one another. For angles less than 120° the distribution is zero, indicating that
there are no edge-sharing tetrahedra (two-fold rings) in the system. All of the tetrahedra are
joined at corners.
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NEUTRON SCATTERING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION
OF MANY-PARTICLE SYSTEMS
I Ebbsjö
Department of Neutron Research, Uppsala

University , S-611 82 Nyköping. Sweden

With given interaction between the particles in a system consisting of a few hundred
particles it is now possible to calculate structural and dynamical properties relevant for the
interpretation of the results from real experiments. One such computational tool is the method
of computer molecular dynamics in which the classical equations of motion are integrated
numerically. Basically one obtains the trajectory ij(t) for all particles i in the system as a
function of time t. Usually the calculations are done with a fixed number of particles in a box
whose size and shape are fixed. Periodic boundary' conditions are used for simulation of
matter in bulk. With no external force the total energy, that is the sum of the kinetic and the
potential energies for the system, is conserved
This condition corresponds to the
microcanonical ensemble in statistical mechanics. It should be noted that this kind of
simulation method has been developed to make possible calculations at constant temperature
and constant pressure which seems more appropriate for comparison with laboratory
experiments.
Below we give a few key functions for the investigation of the structure and dynamics of
matter consisting of different kinds of atoms.
From the particle positions obtained in the simulation and the Fourier components of the
number density for particles of type a

p«(Q.t>=-4= I

eiOli(t)

we can calculate the time auto correlation function
F

ap(Q.1) = <Pa(Q.t)pJ(Q.0)>.

Here <
> denotes the average over a set of time origins and the Q-vectors must be compatible with the periodic box used in the simulation. For disordered systems, like melts and
amorphous systems, one can average the correlation function over Q-vectors with the same
magnitude Q
The Fourier transform

VQ.<») = 2 U Fap.p(Q.O
(Q.
J.x
then gives the coherent dynamical structure factor
Scoh(Q.«>) = I

ba bp(CaCp)1/2Sap(Q,Cl)

which is the function obtained from neutron inelastic scattering experiments. fiQ and fit»
represent the momentum and energy transferred in the stattering process The weight factors
b u are the bound coherent scattering lengths and c a is the atomic fraction for atoms of type a.
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For neutron diffraction experiments, aiming to elucidate the nature of the local ordering, the
partial static structure factors are of interest. These may be obtained by integration of the
coherent dynamical structure factors over all energy transfers at constant momentum transfer

S a p(Q) =

Sap(Q,<o)da) = F ap (Q,t=O).

• / .

An alternative route to calculate the static structure factors is to use the pair distribution
functions g a g(r). These functions represent all interparticle distances to particles of type P as
seen from a typical particle of type a. We have

1/2

S«p(Q) = öap + 4jip(c a cp) 1 / 2|| r2(g ap (r) /o
assuming that the system is isotropic so only the magnitude of the wave vector transfer is
important. As the pair distribution functions from computer simulation are not obtained for
large enough interparticle distances, the results for the small Q-region are unreliable. The
calculation directly from the positions, described above, can then be used.
What is actually measured in the scattering experiment is a weighted combination of the partial
static structure factors

In order to extract the partial functions, neutron diffraction experiments on samples with
different isotopic composition, but otherwise equivalent, are done. For comparison with X-ray
diffraction the weighting is done with form factors which are Q-dependent.
In most applications of the molecular dynamics technique done so far, the potential energy
of the system has been approximated or modeled by a sum of (mostly pair-wise) interatomic
potentials with a simple analytical form. For those systems in which the interaction is
considered realistic the joint analysis of data from computer simulation and neutron scattering
can be very fruitful.
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11.1.3 Neutron Diffraction Research run by the Institute of
Chemistry, Uppsala University
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION RESEARCH
Institute of Chemistry, Uppsala University
Jerk Eriksson, Gunnar Jonsson, Håkan Rundlöf, Roland Tellgren, Per Önnerud
Neutron Diffraction Group, Department o/Inorganic Chemistry

The single crystal and powder diffractometers operated by the Department of Inorganic
Chemistry in Uppsala have since 1970 been a national facility and used frequently by 40-50
researchers and research student from all Swedish universities. A short presentation of
available instruments and computer facilities is given below. More detailed information can be
found in "Neutron Diffraction Studies at the R2 Reactor; A survey for potential users".
The Single Crystal Diffractometer
The instrument consists of a computer controlled Huber 4-circle goniometer and a Samson
1500 Closed Cycle Refrigerator (15-400 K). The temperature stability is better than 0.1
degree. After a double monochromator, Cu(220), the neutron intensity on the sample is 106
n c m ' V at a wavelength of 1.20 Å. The wavelength can be varied between 1.0-1.5 Å.
Crystals of 1-20 mm3 are suitable for datacollection. The optimal size is very much dependent
on the hydrogen content of the sample crystal. An average data collection rate is 100-150
reflexions per day.
The Powder Diffractometer
The powder instrument has a bank of 10 detectors separated by 3.12 degrees. In front of
each detector is a lO'-Gd-coated mylar collimator. Two different monochromator crystals are
available, Cu(200) for high intensity and Cu(331) for better resolution. A new furnace has
been designed for temperatures up to 2000°C and a new closed cycle refrigerator for
temperatures down to 10 K is a gift from the Göran Gustafsson Foundation. The amount of
powder needed for a normal run (2-4 days) is 1-5 cm3.
Computer Facilities
For data reduction and analysis a complete program system for both single crystal and
powder data is available on the VAX-cluster (VMS) at the Neutron Research Laboratory in
Studsvik as well as on the VAX-cluster at the Department of Inorganic Chemistry in Uppsala.
For practical reasons the data reduction is best done in Studsvik, but the reduced data can easily
be sent via electronic mail, floppy-disc or magnetic tape to the researchers home institute for
analysis.
Datacollection
During the last two years data has been collected for the following researchers or research
groups:
Responsible researcher

Institute

Jörgen Sjöberg
Sten Eriksson

Inorganic Chemistry, CTH/GU
"
"
CTH/GU

-

Nils Göran Sjöstrand
Öster Rapp
Magnus Andersson
Karolina Hult
Dag Noreus

Per Erik Werner
Lars Eriksson
Karl Törnros
Mikael Kritikos
Anders Nord
Tore Eriksson
Maggie Aldén
Yvonne Andersson
Ivar Olovsson
Torsten Lundström
Roland Tellgren
Josh Thomas
Robert Delaplane
Kersti Hermansson
Ingvar Engström
Tommy Larsson
Per Önnerud
Margareta Andersson
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In collaboration with Swedish researcher and research groups neutron data has been
collected for:
Dubravko Rodic
Voja Spasojevic
Mariusz Jaskolski
Elzbieta Bartoszak
Barbara Ptasiewicz/Bak
Garry Mclntyre
Dieter Schwarzenbach
Franco! se Bourée
R. Rinaldi
P. Lanarzzi

Boris Kidric Institute, Belgrad
"
"
"
"
Mickievicz University, Poznan
"
"
"
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, Warsaw
ILL, Grenoble
Inst. de Crist., Lausanne
LLB, Saclay
Univ. of Perugia, Italien
"
"
"

Courses
Courses in the neutron diffraction technique has been given for:
Institute

Responsible

KTH, Stockholm
CTH/GU, Göteborg
Teknikum, Uppsala
Inorg Chem, Uppsala

U. Dahlborg
N.G. Sjöstrand
E. Karlsson
R. Tellgren

Results
Scientific reports from the neutron diffraction data collected at the R2 reactor are published
by the responsible researchers (see above) Two extended abstracts, one from a powder and
one from a single crystal study are shown below to demonstrate the quality of obtained data
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THE CRYSTAL AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF TETRAGONAL Pd3Mn
STUDIED BY NEUTRON POWDER DIFFRACTION
D Rodic', P.-J. Ahlzén1, Y Andersson1, F Bouree-Vigneron2 and R. Tellgren1
'institute of Chemistry, Uppsala University, Box 531, S-75121 Uppsala, Sweden
2
Laboratoire Leon Brillouin, CEN Saclay, ¥-91191 Gi/Sur Yvette Cedex, France

Purpose
The crystal and magnetic structure of pure and deuterated Pd3Mn have been studied by
neutron powder diffraction at the Swedish research reactor R2 in Studsvik [1,23]
In order to determine the influence of the hydrogenation process on the crystal and magnetic
structures of these crystals the behavior at different temperatures were studied [3].

Experimental
The crystals were prepared as described in paper 3 and studied at 4,2 K [2], 10 K [3], 70 K
[3], and 295 [13] K (room temperature). A neutron beam with a neutron flux after collimation
of about 106 cm'V 1 at a wavelength of 1.470 Å were used.

Results
The crystal structure of both pure and deuterated Pd3Mn was found to be of Al3Zr-type (see
fig. 1). This structure has the cent rosy mmetric space group MImmm. For the lower
temperatures, reflexions which can be indexed h + k + l=2n+l
were found. These reflexions
are forbidden in the crystallographic space group MImmm and seems to originate from the
magnetic properties of the material, indicating a colinear antiferromagnetic structure with an
antitranslation element l/2(a + b + c) characteristic for the P/(Ip) lattice [23]
The magnetic structures for pure and deuterated Pd3Mn are shown in fig. 1. The relative
increase of the unit cell dimensions AV/V between the two structures was found to be 3.2 %
which means that the average increase is 3.6 A3/deuterium atom. The two deuterium sites D{\)
and D(2) are occupied to 80 and 13 % respectively (see fig. 1). Both of these sites are
octahedrally surrounded by six metal atoms, the D(l) site has six palladium atoms as nearest
neighbours, and the D(2) site are surrounded by five palladium atoms and one manganese atom
[2]. The wave vector k = (0,0,1) and the ordering of the magnetic moments A = (+,-,-,+) are
the same for both the deuterated and nondeuterated compound (see fig. 1).
The main difference between the magnetic structures for the two compounds is the direction
of the magnetic moments. The angle between the magnetic moment and the tetragonal axis is for
the nondeuterated crystal about 11* and for the deuterated one about 55° (see fig. 1). The main
reason for this alteration of the spin directions is probably due to changes in distances between
the manganese atoms on deuteration [2],
In order to determine the temperature at which the magnetic ordering occurs, a stepscan over
the magnetic (10 0) reflexion was carried out at 19 different temperatures [3]. The result of this
experiment is shown in fig. 2 (the circles correspond to the observed intensities). From this
curve the Néel temperature was determined to 7\,= 2OOK. This experimental result was
compared with theory, by calculating a Brillouin curve [4] using the parameters 5 = 5/2 and TN
- 200 K The result of these calculation is shown by crosses in the same diagram as the
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observed intensities (see fig. 2). As can be seen the general form of the two curves is
essentially the same.
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Fig. 1. The tetragonal structure of
a) Pd3Mn b) Pd3MnDx
M2. I
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Fig. 2. Observed intensities (circles) for the magnetic (1 0 0) reflexion and a calculated Brillouin
behavior of the magnetization (crosses) vs temperature (the scale between the two curves is
arbitrary)
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDIES OF
AMMONIUM HYDROGEN OX AL ATE HEMIHYDRATE
N G. Fernandes and R Tellgren
Institute of Chemistry. Uppsala University. Box 531. S-751 21 Uppsala. Sweden

Purpose
The present work is a part of a project involving studies of the influence of the environment
on the electron and proton distribution in acid salt compounds containing hydrogencarbonate or
hydrogencarboxylate groups [1]. This study at room temperature is the first step to understand
the behaviour of ammonium groups and the role of hydrogen bonds in the phase transition [2].

Experimental
Single crystals of NH4HC2O4 1/2H?O were made as described in paper 2. The unit-cell
parameters were determined from powder photographs taken with a Guinier-Hägg focusing
camera [2]. The neutron data collection was performed at the Swedish Research Reactor, R2,
in Studs vik The neutron flux at the crystal was about 1.3 104 mm'V 1 .

Results and Discussions
With all atoms of the hydrogen oxalate group on general positions, each ammonium group
should have two H atoms on the mirror plane and one H atom in a general position. These
conditions are however not satisfied for one of the ammonium groups as confirmed by the
neutron difference maps, i.e. H4 is certainly disordered (see fig. 1 and 2). A summan of some
neutron refinements is shown in Table 1. The model chosen is refinement 10. In this model
eight half H atoms are in general positions for each ammonium group. Other types of
refinements then these described in Table 1 were made, but no significant improvements of the
model were noticed.
The hydrogen oxalate groups are linked together by hydrogen bonds and form infinite
chains (see fig. 1). The hydrogen oxalate group is planar. The angle between the planes of
two consecutive hydrogen oxalate groups in a chain is 48.34°. One of the N-H bonds in each
ammonium group is abnormally short for any of the refinements in Table 1. However, if the
N-H distances are corrected for riding motion, where the lighter H atom is assumed to be riding
on the heavier N atom, the N-H distances seems to be of the right length.
From diffraction studies alone, it is in general not possible to distinguish a static disorder
from a dynamic one. A static disorder in which half of the ammonium groups has the
orientation given in fig. 2a and the other half has the orientation of fig. 2b, might be a good
model However, the H atoms are relatively free to move from one orientation to the other
During these motions the total hydrogen-bond energy is approximately constant due to other
similar possibilities of hydrogen bonding.
The main difference between refinement 9 and refinement 10 is the choice of rotation axes
(see Table 1) In refinement 9 the axes are N1-H3 and N2-H6. To assume N-O5 as rotation
axis rather than N-H makes physical sense and therefore refinement 10 seems to be more
realistic As can be seen in fig 2, this means that the ammonium ion is distributed in two
different positions very close to each other, but forming hydrogen bonds of different length.
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Fig. 1. The unit-ceil content» of NH 4 HC 2 O 4 .1/2H,O. Here and in
Fig. 2 the thermal vibration ellipsoids are drawn to include J0%
probability (neutron data).

Table I. Summary of some neutron
data refinements
based on F1
The number of observations is 1621. In the third column p means
the number of parameters varied.

m n

(*>

Refinep
ment
Model refined
1
Ordered model.
139
2
H4 u half Mom in general
142
position.
3
As 2 but H5 refined u
145
two independent 1/2 H.
(ft of H55 constrained to
follow fi of H5 (uiisotropic
temp, factors).
4
As 3 but H 3 u half atom
148
in general position.
3
At3butlWH5uidH55
151
refined independently of
each other.
6
As 5 but H3 at half atom
154
in general position.
7
As3butH7aihairnofliin
151
gcncnl position and H8
refined as two independent
1/2 H.^soTHSB constrained
to follow P% of H8.
157
8
As 7 but H 6 u half atom
in general position.
9
As 5 but H7 as half atom in
163
general position and Pt of
H8 and H88 refined
independently of each other.
169
10*
As9butH3andH6as
half atoms in general
position.

Fig. 2. Stereoscopic views of the two equilibrium orientations of
the two independent ammonium groups and the network of
N - H - 0 hydrogen bonds. O 2 - H J , O 3 - H 5 , 0 1 - H S J and
O3--H55 conucts arc not necessarily hydrogen bonds (see
Discussion).
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COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS IN AMORPHOUS Fe*B15
M.Calvo", UDahlborg', C.Svensson Huldt*. M.Arai*, A.D.Taylor*,
R.G.Delaplane$, W.S.Howells*f V.P.Manov* and A.Manuchin*
* Department of Neutron Physics, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden
*• Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, England
1
Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
* Urals Polytechnical Institute, Ekaterinburg (Sverdlovsk), Russia

The investigation of the properties of the collective excitations in disordered solids is
one of the most interesting areas of condensed matter physics. In order to obtain real
information about the properties of a system these excitations should be measured at small
momentum transfers Q as for Q values larger than about the position Q, of the main peak in
the static structure factor S(Q) the atomic vibrations are more or less completely local. Until
now it has only been possible to measure these excitations for metallic glass Mg,^LnK [1-3].
The reason is the kinematical constraints (i.e. smallest achievable scattering angle and the
ratio between the velocity of the incident neutron and the sound velocity of the system under
study) which are determining the region in Q-co space covered in an experiment. However,
with the advent of spectrometers at spallation sources the situation has changed considerably.
Nevertheless, no data have hitherto been obtained for Q values smaller than QJ2.
In this report measurements of the dynamic structure factor S(Q,co) performed at the
MARI spectrometer at ISIS on the metallic glass Fe u B l s are briefly presented. The ribbons
were produced by the melt-spinning technique at the Urals Polytechnical Institute. From
considerations based on the value of the Young modulus the energy of the incident neutrons
was chosen to 223 meV and the sample was investigated at two temperatures, 20K and 295K.
Two examples of measured spectra are displayed in fig. 1.
In order to analyze the spectra exemplified in fig. 1 they were fitted by a sum of two
Gaussian functions, one representing the elastic line and one the inelastic part of the spectrum,
and a linear background. The multiple scattering was found to have a shape very similar to
the measured spectra. It amounted to about 10% and was thus easily corrected for. The
energies corresponding to the maxima of the Gaussians describing the inelastic part of S(Q,co)
are plotted in fig. 2. The error bars indicate the standard deviation given by the used fitting
programme. Several interesting features are noticeable:
1) At 295K the measured data at small Q are very well described by the sound
velocity calculated from the Young modulus while at 20K this is not the case.
2) The energy of the excitation approaches zero at Q, where Q, is the position of
of the main peak in S(Q)
3) The measured data are asymn ctric with regard to QJ1
The most remarkable behaviour is the fact that at 20K the data do not seem to extrapolate to
the origin. The reason for this is not clear at present However, after a careful scrutiny of the
data at the lowest Q values it can be conjectured that there might be as much as three partly
overlapping peaks in the inelastic part of S(Q,(o), not only as supposed in the analysis
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presented in fig. 2. The origin of two of these might be excitations of acoustic and optical
origin while the third might be of magnetic origin. However, the statistical accuracy of the
data does not allow any definitive conclusions to be drawn.

295K

20K

Energy Transfer (meV)

40
Energy Transfer (mev)

Fig. 1. Examples of measured spectra from FegsBls at the scattering angle 6.86° corresponding
to an elastic Q value of 1.24 Å 1 .

0

vi-

Fig. 2. "Dispersion curves" of the collective excitations. The straight line corresponds
to the sound velocity calculated from the Young modulus.
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PAIR POTENTIALS, INHERENT STRUCTURE AND
CRYSTALLIZATION OF LIQUIDS
U.Dahlborg and MDzugutov
Institute of Physics, Department for Neutron and Reactor Physics,
Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden.

The concept of universality of the structure of simple liquids (and also metglasses),
according to the early ideas of Bernal, implies that the structure is rather insensitive to the
specific kind of interparticle interaction which is supposed to cause only a small perturbation
to the basic structure defined by the universal geometry of packing of spheres. Recent
molecular dynamics simulations results on simple model liquids, however, questioned this
simplifying principle. It has been shown that mapping model liquid configurations on the local
potential energy minima produces quite distinct forms of 'inherent' structures for different
interparticle potentials. If these structures exist also in real systems it could be conjectured
that they are the precursors for the particular structure into which a liquid will crystallize.
Liquid structures, as characterized by the static structure factor S(Q), are determined by
the neutron and X-ray diffraction techniques. It is, however, no clear theoretical unambigeous
route to take in order to extract an interatomic interaction potential from a measured S(Q).
Interaction potentials were determined by an iteration technique in which the measured S(Q)
was the key quantity. The final determination was obtained through a minimization procedure
using the Modified Hyper-Netted Chain equation [1,2]. As an example of the quality of the
fit calculated and experimental S(Q) for Bi is given is fig. la. The S(Q) simulated using the
derived potential quite satisfactorily reproduces all the details of the measured structure factor
including the small Q-region, which is especially important. It should be noted that the
potential remains positive and repulsive well beyond the first-neigbour distance.
The obtained pair potentials V(r) for liquid Bi and liquid Pb as well as the
corresponding radial distribution functions g(r) are displayed in fig. lb [3]. The main
difference between the shapes of the two potentials is the more pronounced contribution from
the long-range interionic repulsion in Bi as compared to Pb, presumably characteristic for
non-simple liquid metals. This results in a drastically different arrangement of nearest
neighbours as the first peak in g(r) occurs at 3.24 Å in bismuth as compared to 3.37 Å in the
more dense liquid lead. Due to this paradoxical local-neighbours arrangement the ion-ion
interaction in Bi is dominated by the steeper short-range part of the potential, which makes
the system less harmonic and its longitudinal collective excitations more damped than in Pb.
The MD-simulated pair distribution functions for liquid Pb are shown in fig. 2a at three
temperatures. Comparing g(r) at 623K with the one obtained at 260K shows, as expected, that
when temperature is lowered this results in a g(r) more rich in details. The main peak at about
3.4 Å is shifted to larger distance which is in accord with the strongly anharmonic shape of
the pair potential. The curve obtained via a steepest descent method, which implies that, in
principle, all the vibrational motions are frozen out, characterizes the crystallization structure
of the MD system. The positions of the peaks corresponds very closely to a face-cetered cubic
lattice. Actually this is the structure inte which Pb crystallizes.
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The pair distribution functions for liquid Bi are shown in fig. 2b. The shoulder at about
4.7 Å seen in fig. lb has now developed into a well-resolved peak. Also the third peak has
now a definite structure. The low temperature g(r) can be well understood in terms of slightly
distorted simple hexagonal lattice both with regard to positions of neighbouring atoms and
coordination numbers. This should then be the structure into which liquid Bi should
crystallize. Actually Bi crystallizes into a rhombohedral lattice which topologically is not very
different from the hexagonal one arrived at here.

1

O (A"')

Fig. 1. a) The experimentally determined (vertical bars) and the MD-simulated static structure
factor S(Q) for liquid bismuth. The small-Q region is shown in the inset, b) Comparison of
the pair potential V(r) and the radial distribution function g(r) in liquid Bi at 578 K (solid
line) with those for liquid Pb (dashed line).

b.

a.

T » 578 K
T « 235 K

' (A)

r (A)

Fig. 2. a) Pair distribution functions g(r) for liquid Pb at 623 K (full line) and at 260 K
(chain-dashed line). The dashed line shows the g(r) arrived at by the steepest descent method,
b) Pair distribution functions g(r) for liquid Bi at 578 K (full line) and at 235 K (dashed line).
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THE STRUCTURE OF MOLTEN BISMUTH-LEAD ALLOYS
U. Dahlborg, W. Gudowski, W.S. Howells', A. Mellergård and P. Zetterström
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-10044 Stockholm, Sweden
* Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxon, OX11 OQX, UK
In order to extend the successful efforts on deriving an effective pair potential for liquid
metals to more complicated systems the measurements of S(Q) for bismuth-lead alloys were
performed on the liquid and amorphous diffractometer (LAD) at ISIS spallation source
(Rutherfor Vppleton Laboratory). The measurements were performed for different Bi-Pb
compositions at different temperatures approaching melting point for each alloy. Very careful
measurements in the pure liquid phase of Bi were also performed down to the temperature
240°C, i. e. the structure factor for supercooled liquid bismuth was obtained (30° below the
melting point).
The main efforts were focused on investigating the changes of the position and height
of the first peak of the structure factor and its shoulder as a function of composition and
temperature. Fig 1. shows the very interesting variation of the height of the first peak of S(Q)
as a function of bismuth contents for the temperatures just above the melting point. The
decrease of the height of the first peak for the alloys with the higher contents of bismuth than
the eutectic composition indicates the phase transition occurring somewhere between 54%
and 70% (weight) of bismuth contents. Fig. 2 presents the evolution of the pair distribution
function, g(r), with the changing composition of Pb-Bi alloys. One can study very carefully
the development of the shoulder on the first peak of g(r) and trace the eventual signs of the
phase transition.
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Fig. 1 The height of the first peak of S(Q) as a function of composition. Values are
normalized to the height of first peak of S(Q) for pure lead.
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Fig. 2

The evolution of pair distribution function g(r) as a function of composition for
Bi-Pb alloys.
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27
SCALING BEHAVIOUR AND THE EXTREMA STATISTICS OF A PARTICLE
TRAJECTORY IN THE LENNARD-JONES LIQUID
M. Dzugutov
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-JOO 44 Stockholm, Sweden

The idea to explore self-similarity in the geometry of irregular curves was developed and
popularized by Mandelbrot [1]. The basic quantity addressed in this approach is the curve's
length L(e) as a function of the yardstick e with which the curve was measured. The A class
of curves has been discovered for which the variation of L(e), within a certain range of E,
may be expressed as
c e-»

(2)

where the Richardson coefficient a is a positive real number. It was demonstrated [1] that
such a behaviour, referred to as fractal, is a characteristic feature of curves constructed in selfsimilar manner. It was also found that the ideal diffusive Brownian trajectory is a fractal curve
with <x=l. A particle trajectory can also be characterized by two second moments, the mean
squared maximum displacement Z^t) and the mean squared displacement X2(t); in the
Brownian limit, both of these scale linearly with time so that [2]:
Z2(t)/X2(t)=1.4024

(2)

X
CM

100

Fig. 1 The time variation of the ratio ZjOyX^t) for the LJ liquid at T*=0.76 and p*=0.85;
dashed line indicates the Brownian limit (2).
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The molecular dynamics simulation (MD) generates realistic particle trajectories which
can be used to test the above predictions. The attempt to use such an approach for fractal
analysis of a particle trajectory in a Uquid [3] happened to be inconclusive due to insufficient
accuracy of that simulation based on a system of 108 particles. In this study, the LennardJones (LJ) liquid was simulated using a system of 16384 particles. The results in Figs. 1 and
2 demonstrate that a particle trajectory approach the Brownian behaviour within the time
period explored in this simulation. The rate of this approach, however, seems to be strongly
dependent on thermodynamic state of the liquid studied.

o.o

<O

4.0

Fig. 2. Fractal analysis of a particle trajectory in the simulated LJ liquid. Solid line: T*=0.93,
p*=0.65; dashed line: T*=0.76, p*=0.85; chain-dotted line: a system of 108 particles at
T*=0.93 and p*=0.65.
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF THE COLLECTIVE DENSITY
EXCITATIONS IN MONATOMIC GLASS
M. Dzugutov
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-IOO 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Collective density excitations spectra in amorphous solids has recently been a subject
of extensive studies using the neutron scattering (NS) experimental methods [1]. Interpretation
of the results of these measurements, however, still poses a serious problem. In contrast to the
crystalline solids, there is no simple theoretical model describing collective dynamics in the
disordered solid systems. Therefore, one has to resort to the direct numerical simulation of
such systems using the molecular dynamics technique (MD). This method has been widely and
successfully applied to simulate simple liquids, but MD simulations of glassy systems are still
rare. In these studies, investigation of collective density modes is usually confined to
simulation of the one-phonon part of the dynamical structure factor S(Q,co) [lj; limitation of
this approach are obvious. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to directly calculate the
density fluctuation spectra in a disordered solid by simulating the latter as they are measured
by the NS method.
In this study [2], full S(Q,co) in a simple monatomic solid glassy system was directly
simulated using MD model. The model was comprised of 16384 identical particles interacting
via a spherically symmetric pair potential. The size of the MD model employed is an
important aspect of this study since it enabled to achieve an adequate statistical accuracy. The
solid glassy state was approached from the liquid state by equilibrium stepwise cooling. The
pair potential utilized in this model was tailored to avoid crystalline nucleation during the
process of glass formation from the liquid state.
S(Q,co) was calculated as a Fourier transformation of the intermediate scattering function,
representing the space-time correlation of local density: F(Q,t)=<p(Q.t)p*(Q,O)>. The range
of wavevectors covered by this simulation was from Qo=0.23 to Qo= 17, in reduced units (the
position of the main peak of S(Q) is Q<,a=7). The results on S(Q,a>) as well as o^SCQ.oo) which
is the spectrum of the longitudinal current correlation function, are presented in the Fig. 1. The
S(Q,co) curves exhibit non-zero frequency maxima which indicates the existence of collective
density modes with corresponding Q and co. The so-called dispersion of these modes which
expresses co as a function of Q is shown in the Fig. 2. As one could expect, the dispersion
resembles that of a crystalline solid, Q, being the Brillouin zone boundary. The most
interesting result of this simulation study is that pronounced side peaks in S(Q,(O), manifesting
collective density modes, were found well beyond Qo.
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Figure 1. Solid lines: dynamical structure factor S(Q,<o); dashed lines, the longitudinal current
correlation function spectra co^Q.co) (the right-hand scale).

Figure 2. The dispersion of the non-zero frequency peaks of S(Q,co) (triangles) and of the
co2S(Q,(o) (crosses).
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MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDY OF THE COHERENT DENSITY CORRELATION
FUNCTION IN A SUPERCOOLED SIMPLE ONE-COMPONENT LIQUID
M. Dzugutov and U. Dahlborg
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

The recently developed mode-coupling theory (MCT) has proved to be able to interpret
the basic dynamical phenomena observed in a supercooled liquid approaching the liquid-glass
transition (LGT). The most remarkable prediction of the MCT regarding the supercooled liquid
dynamics is the existence of two distinct relaxation regimes associated with the a- and the Brelaxation peaks observed in the susceptibility spectra of the real glass-forming systems. The
slower, a-relaxation may be approximated by the Kohlrausch law: A exp{-(t/x)s). The MCT
gives a quantitatively precise prediction on the behaviour of the density correlation function
<|>(q,T)=<p(Q,t)p*(Q,O>/S(Q) in the time window corresponding to the 6-relaxation dynamics

HI:
<KQ,t)=fc(Q)+h(Q)G(t/TB),

(1)

The important point here is that the time-variation is ruled by the master function G(t/Tg)
which is Q-independent; this function is predicted to be universal for all correllators in the B^
regime. This expression for <KQ,t) leads to factorization of the corresponding expression for
the dynamical susceptibility:
X"(Q,©)=a>S(Q,co)=a)h(Q)G(cöTe)

(2)

In this study [2], a molecular dynamics (MD) model of a simple monatomic liquid
approaching LGT was used to test the fundamental result of the MCT described above. The
model comprised of 16384 particles provided statistical accuracy needed to explore this fine
dynamical effect. The simulation was based on a pair potential tailored to avoid crystallization.
The strongly non-exponential behaviour of the simulated <t>(Q,t) curves as well as their long
relaxation times (Fig. 1) indicates that the system is deeply in the supercooled liquid domain.
The 6-regime frequency window corresponds to the minimum area in the x"(Q»<") curves.
Therefore, the factorization (2) implies that the position of the minimum as well as the shape
of the curve around it should be Q-invariant; to test this conjecture of the MCT model was
the main objective of this study. We investigated here two Q-values in the Q-range
corresponding to the maximum variation in the susceptibility (the first maximum of S(Q) is
at Qo=7). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. The most important result is that the
minima of these widely different curves located at the same Q which is an explicit
confirmation of the factorization prediction (2). This study may be regarded as an important
test of the MCT model of supercooled liquid dynamics.
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Figure 1. The density conelator <J>(Q,t) in a supercooled simple monatomic liquid simulated
by MD [2] for two different wavevectors: solid curve, Qo=5,4; dashed curve, Qo=7. Dots
represent Kohlrausch approximation <|>(Q,t)=A exp{-(t/t)B).
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Figure 2. The dynamical susceptibility X"(Q.<O)=G>S(Q,(O) derived from the 0(Q,t) results
presented in Fig. 1. Solid curve, Qa=5,4; dashed line, Qa=7.
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The structure of the (i-phasc of stoichiometric LiNaSC>4 at room temperature, determined to be trigonal
with space group P3 lc in an earlier X-ray study [1], has been re-investigated after it was found in a recent
NMR study |2], that apparently twelve sites, not six as allowed by the trigonal structure, would have to be
available in the unit cell for both the lithium and the sodium ions.
Results from measurements on the high resolution neutron powder diffractometer D2B at ILL,
Grenoble, will be reported here. Details about the measurement was reported in the previous progress
report. A full publication appears in Physica B.
The results show that unusually large thermal motions are observed already at 300 K for the sodium
atom and for some of the oxygen atoms. This is illustrated in the ORTEP13] plot shown in the figure. The
three cry stallographic different sulphate groups appear to perform librations around the trigonal axis
through the sulphur atom and a "top" oxygen atom on crystallographic special position 2a or 2b. The two
tctrahedra with vibration axes on 2b positions (through S2 and S3) seem to move more vigorously than the
one on 2a position (axis through SI). The ratio between the movements of the "top" oxygens ( 0 1 , 0 2 and
O3) and the movements of the "wing" oxygens on general positions 6c (O4, OS, and 0 6 respectively) ot
each tetrahedron are roughly the same The vibrations of the three sulphur atoms are rather small, which
supports a picture where they sit on the axes of libration
It is likely that a more detailed analysis involving split positions for the "wing" oxygens and possibly
for the sodium atoms will fit the measurement slightly better. In particular it is interesting to ponder on
possible low temperature behaviour of the "paddle-wheel" [2] model, which is the mechanism suggested
for the highly conducting a-phase, and which is thought to bring about the high mobility of the cations
through coupling of rotation of the sulphate tetrahedra and jump diffusion of the cations. The large
temperature factors for the sodium and the oxygen atoms niay indicate smeared positions as a consequence
of a coupling which would be a precursor of the suggested mechanism of the a-phase. The analysis shows
an obvious correlation between short distances for sodium - oxygen (and lithium - oxygen) and the thermal
displacement, especially if only the "wing" oxygens are considered. The thermal ellipsoid of the lithium
atom is not particularly large but it is strongly asymmetric just as for sodium.
In conclusion, it is not possible from these findings to unambiguously explain the implications on the
structure from the NMR results Additional experiments will be needed to resolve the apparent
contradiction. Two hypotheses shall be put forward here. Firstly, it may be that small domains arc
incorporaled into the crystal with an orientation such that the reported symmetry of the NMR measurement
results. These domains, however, are of such a small size that they will not be observed over the bulk of
the crystal in the neutron diffraction experiment. This view is supported by the fact that NMR
measurements performed on samples that had been heated to temperatures between 300 °C and 450 °C
show the noted deviations from P31c less clearly secondly, the different time-resolution of the neutron
diffraction experiment and the NMR measurement may view dynamical processes of the cations differently
resulting in the observed contradiction. The latter hypothesis, however, is altogether less likely since the
NMR observation on crystals as grewn persists unchanged at 50 K.
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ANHARMONICITY OF THERMAL MOTION OF THE IONIC CONDUCTOR
CuCI

B. Granélia, P Fischerb and U. Dahlborg3
a
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Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Laboratory for Neutron Scattering ETHZ. CH-5232 Villigen PSI

In a previous measurement [1] we collected powder diffraction data from the highconducting P- phase and the room temperature y- phase of cuprous chloride at different
temperatures The diffraction profiles were analyzed in the usual manner according to split site
models in harmonic approximation.
The y-phase data were now reanalysed similar to Cul (2,3]. including anharmonic
parameters. From the results the probablity density function PDF of copper was calculated by
means of a modified version of program PROMETHEUS [4j. The thermal motion of the
chlorine ions is approximately isotropic as opposed to the anharmonic motion of the copper
ions which can be clearly seen in Fig. 1 for T = 633 K.
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Fig. 1: Section of the probability density
(001]

function of Cu in CuCI at T = 633 K
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The temperature dependence of the anharmonic third order parameter C123 of Cu in CuCl is
shown in Fig 2

CuCl

Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of
anharmonic parameter C123 of Cu in
CuCl, compared to a quadratic fit
versus temparature.
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|2] Y Yude, H Boysen and H Schulz, Z. Krist. 191, 79 (1990).
[3] H. Boysen, Acta Cryst. A46 (Suppl.) C-308 (1990); LNS-VAX program versions.
|4j U. H Zucker et al., J. Appl Crystallogr. 16, 358 (1983).

Diffractometer for protein studies - DPS.
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MODE COUPLING THEORY FOR SINGLE PARTICLE MOTION VS
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS RESULTS FOR LIQUID LEAD

W. Gudowski, M. Dzugutov and K-E. Larsson
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-10044 Stockholm, Sweden

Since the first observation of a distinct coupling effect between a single moving particle
and its liquid enviroment there has been an intense discussion regarding the explanation of
a long-time tail of the velocity autocorrelation function of the liquid particles. Shear modes
generated by the moving particle in its surrounding and acting back on the particle itself at
later times has been suggested to be a leading mechanism of this phenomena.
An extensive research project was performed to find the answer if the mode-coupling theory
(MCT) can satisfactorily discribe the single particle dynamics in a classical simple liquid. The
mode-coupling formalism for the memory function of the velocity autocorrelation function
formulated by Sjögren and Sjölander[l] and subsequently developed by Sjögren[2] and
by Wahnström and Sjögren[3] has been extended for Q-dependent memory functions and
applied to verify the prediction of this theory with the results obtained from the molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation for liquid lead at 623K. Second order memory functions, F(Q,t),
of the density self-correlation functions F,(Q,t) were calculated and compared with the
memory functions obtained frm MCT calculations. However, the traditional way of analysis
of the data for self motion is to examine the reduced half-width of S,(Q,co) function,
A(Q)=to,/2(Q)/DQ2, and the reduced peak value of S,(Q,a>), KQ)=riDQ?St(Q,Gi=O), which in
fact can be written as Z(Q)=D/D(Q) (the self-diffusion coefficient obtained from MD,
D=1.82*10scm2/s agrees very well with the experimental one in the error limits). The results
are shown on Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 presents the £(Q) function for MD data (filled circles), the
results of the mode-coupling theory(empty squares) and the I(Q) value for the binary part.
P B . Fig. 2 demonstrates the A(Q) function for the same three cases. A glimpse at Figs 1 and
2 clearly shows that the mode coupling theory fails to reproduce the MD-results. Selfdiffusion coefficient - the 1/1(Q) limit for Q->0 - obtained from mode-coupling is more than
30 % too low (Fig. 1) and the A(Q~>0) value is 25% too low. This is the consequence of
the overestimation of some coupling terms.
The result of this project is the conclusion that the mode-coupling theory in the scope
given in the references mentioned above fails to describe correctly self motion of the liquid
lead at 623K simulated by MD using an interatomic pair potential derived on the basis of
NS data. MCT results overestimate the tail on P(Q,t) memory functions and in consequence
give too low diffusion constant However, there are some possibilities to improve the
theoretical approach to match the MD results.
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MAGNETIC AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURE OF AMORPHOUS Fe-B
Carolina Svensson Huldt1, Anders Wannberg2, Monique Calvo1, Anders Mellergärd1
'Royal Institute of Technology, Institute of Physics,
Dept. of Neutron and Reactor Physics, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
2
Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, S-611 82 Nyköping

FeB is used in many industrial applications. For example, as soft magnets these metallic
glasses are suitable as core material for transformers and their magnetostriction makes them
efficient as transducers and sensors.
Two neutron scattering experiments have been performed on LAD in December 1991
to determine the nuclear and magnetic structure of amorphous Fe^B^. In the first experiment,
the ribbons were cut into pieces and measured in a vanadium cylinder. A structure factor for
Q > 1.8 Å"1 was obtained by adding the data from the different detector groups (see fig.l).
The results from the LAD measurement show a very smooth curve, even at the back scattering
angles. To get a reliable structure factor at low Q, complementary measurements have been
performed on SLAD in January 1992. The Q-range of SLAD is limited, but it appears to have
a better resolution at low Q (see fig 2).
In a neutron scattering experiment, the magnetic moments of the sample contribute to
the scattered intensity in proportion to sin2a, where a is the angle between the scattering
vector Q and the magnetic moment vector because the diffraction pattern is the Fourier
transform of the induced magnetic field, which divergence is zero. Therefore, in the second
experiment, the ribbons were measured with a magnetic field about 0.3 T applied in the
scattering plane at 45 degrees to the incoming beam. In that geometry LAD gives the unique
possibility of measuring the Q-vectors perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field
simultaneously at two different detector groups at +/-90 degrees to the incident beam. A
distinct extra peak on the top of the first broad amorphous peak can be observed in the spectra
collected with the Q-vector parallel to the magnetic field (see fig.3) whereas it is not detected
at any other angle. The magnetic field has been rotated 90 degrees from +45 degrees to -45
degrees, on order to avoid errors caused by different detector efficiencies. With these new
conditions, the extra peak can be observed only in the data from the group of detectors that
is now at the angle with Q parallel to the magnetic field. Such observation suggests that this
peak has a magnetic origin. Furthermore, since the peak is detected only in the geometry with
the applied magnetic field parallel to the scattering vector, and magnetic moments parallel to
the scattering vector do not contribute to the scattered intensity, this indicates that there are
magnetic moments not aligned parallel with the applied magnetic field. According to
measurements of the sample magnetization it should be saturated at 0.3 T. This implies that
FegsBjj is not a simple collinear ferromagnet. The same conclusion has been reported from
polarized neutron scattering on Feg3B17 [1].
Reference
[1] R.A.Cowley, N.Cowlam, L.D.CussensJ.de Phys.,C8, 1285 (1988)
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MAGNETIC AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURE OF AMORPHOUS Fe-Si-B
Carolina Svensson Huldt1, Anders Wannberg2, Robert G. Delaplane2
'Royal Institute of Technology, Institute of Physics,
DeptHeutron and Reactor Physics, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
2
Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, S-6II 82 Nyköping

Amorphous ferromagnetic alloys, such as FeB and FeSiB, are used in many industrial
applications. For example, as soft magnets they are suitable as core material for transformers
and their magnetostriction makes them efficient as transducers and sensors. Addition of silicon
to FexB,.x alloys is used to improve the condition of production of amorphous ribbons and to
increase the crystallization temperature, that is to enlarge the domain of stability.
Neutron scattering experiments have been performed on LAD at the ISIS facilities at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in August 1991 to determine the structure of amorphous
Fe079Sio.»B,, 12 as a function of magnetic field. Ribbons produced from three different melt
temperatures were measured with and without a magnetic field aligned perpendicular to the
scattering vector in order to study the structure and to compare the samples to each other. The
structure seems to be more pronounced in the sample prepared from a melt temperature of
1500 degrees than in the sample quenched from 1360 degrees.
The measurements with magnetic field confirm the results obtained earlier at the
diffractometer for liquids and amorphous materials in Studsvik (SLAD, see fig.l). The SLAD
data showed a shift in the intensity level at Q-values around 6 - 1 0 k'\ The same effect of
the applied magnetic field was observed, (see fig.2) even more pronounced, and with
extended difference in the region between the first peak at 3 Å'1 and 11 Å 1 on LAD. All three
samples show the same effect. The position of each sample was accurately checked; data was
collected without magnet, with magnet and without again. The two data sets without magnet
exhibited no difference. A similar effect has been reported from measurements on Fe-B [1]
and explained in terms of instrumental parameters. In our case, two different instruments have
been used, one with monochromated beam and position sensitive detectors (SLAD) and one
with a pulsed source (LAD) and both have yielded similar effects. This indicates that the
origin of the differences in the diffraction patterns should be correlated to the sample structure.
The detailed analysis of the experiments is under way.

[1] Z.Xianyu,Y.Ishikawa,T.Fukunaga,N.Watanabe, J.Phys.F:Met.Phys.l5, 1799-1812 (1985)
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EVIDENCE FOR STRUCTURAL EFFECTS IN SELF-DIFFUSION
K-E. Larsson, W. Gudowski and M. Dzugutov
Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden

For nearly thirty five years atomic motions in liquids have been studied by the neutron
scattering techniques (NS). The molecular dynamics (MD) simulation techniques has proved
to be a unique way of interpreting, on the microscopic level, the experimental information on
the liquid state dynamics provided by the NS. MD delivers either the fundamental van Hove
correlation functions G(r,t) and G,(r,t), their spatial Fourier transforms F(Q,t) and F,(Q,t). The
energy spectra of these, the scattering functions S(Q,(O) or S,(Q,co), respectively, may be
compared to those measured by the NS. If the two sets of data are congruent, within the
limits of experimental accuracy, the MD model may be said to be calibrated.
It is the case of our MD studies of atomic self motion in liquid lead at 623 K and 1170
K using a system of 16384 particles. The simulation was based on the effective pair potential
derived earlier from the measured structure factor [1]. This MD model was found to
reproduce, within the limits of experimental accuracy, the NS data on both the S(Q) and the
S(Q,(o) in real liquid lead at those temperatures [2]. The simulated diffusion coefficient D
which is known to be very sensitive to the pair potential was also found to be in a good
agreement with the corresponding measured value. The successful reproduction of the
measured viscosity data was another important test indicating that the model adequately
reproduces the atomic dynamics in liquid lead [3]. The incoherent intermediate scattering
function F,(Q,t) was derived in the Q-range between 0.077 and 7.7 Å"1, and its deviation from
the Langevin approximation was analyzed using a convenient double-scaling presentation by
introducing a scaled function C f(Q,x)

,

«„

where :
x is the reduced time x=t/x0 and xo=\/(JDQ?);
F,(Q,x)L is the density self-correlation function for the Langevin diffusion model.
The most interesting result of this analysis is that at T=623 K the magnitude of this nonLangevin component was found to display a characteristic pattern of Q-dependence which
resembles that of the static structure factor S(Q) (Fig. 1 a). Some elements of this picture of
Q-dependence were also found in the high-temperature region (Fig. 1 b). The main conclusion
of this study is that sizable effects of coupling between the diffusion process and the
structural relaxation are well-defined in the normal liquid domain and they may be found even
in the temperature region well above the melting point [4]. The important point is that all
these effects occur for relatively long times which seems to be beyond the time intervals
relevant for the mode-coupling theory approach.
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Fig. 1

Three dimensional plots of Cs(Q,x) function for liquid lead at 623K (a) and
at 1170K(b).
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FERROMAGNETIC CLUSTERS IN AMORPHOUS
A.Mellergård
Dept. of Neutron and Reactor Physics,
Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden
1. Introduction
The purpose of this diploma work1 was to study magnetic neutron scattering from two
amorphous samples of Fep^Zro^, ribbons produced by meltspinning with different cooling
rates, in order to extract structural information.
Measurements on amorphous Fe,,2jZr07S indicates a field dependence of the magnetic
susceptibility. This has been interpreted in terms of ferromagnetic clustering, the inclusion of
ferromagnetic domains with slightly increased Fe concentration and low weight fraction, in
a paramagnetic matrix2. The contribution from the cluster to the total susceptibility is about
5 % at 300 K and H - 1 T, whereas the cluster weight fraction does not exceed some
hundred ppm. There is also a neutron diffraction study on Fe 02S Zr 07j indicating a difference
in composition of the first and second neighbour shells according to cooling rate3.
Furthermore susceptibility measurements on amorphous ZrCo seems to indicate that the
weight fraction varies with the cooling rate4. The aim of the measurements was thus to see
if the variations in susceptibility with respect to cooling rate and applied field could be
correlated to changes in the amorphous structure.

2.

Experimental

If the neutron scattering vector is q and e is the direction of the magnetization of the
scattering sample one will get a magnetic contribution to the neutron scattering proportional
to l-(e-q)2. This means that an external magnetic field applied perpendicular to the scattering
vector gives maximum magnetic scattering, whereas a parallell field means a vanishing
contribution. Since the nuclear contribution is unaffected by the applied field, a comparison
of measurements in these two cases would then reveal the magnetic structure.
The experiment, performed at the SLAD instrument in Studsvik, was therefore done
in two geometries, one with the magnetic field perpendicular to the scattering plane and one
with the field in the plane. In the latter case one of course has a vanishing contribution only
for e-q. The magnetic field was produced by a permanent magnet with a flow density of 0.13
T in the center of the gap.
The ribbons, whose thicknesses due to the different cooling rates where nominally 40
resp. 60 (im, were parallelly mounted in aluminum frames coated with cadmium. The two
samples were both measured in the two geometries, each measurement lasting about 20 hours.
No corrections for multiple scattering or absorption were applied since the amount of sample
was rather small in both cases. The final results, shown in figures 1 and 2, was obtained by
subtracting the appropriate background (empty frame in resp. magnet orientation) and dividing
by a vanadium run.

-

3.
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Results

For both samples the two curves are very similar, figures 1 and 2, except for Q < 2.2
Å ' . This is because in the perpendicular case for low angles, the whole sample is not seen
by the detector. In the parallel case the magnet screened the higher angles, which explains the
decrease of those curves at 7.5 Å 1 . The Bragg peaks superimposed on the amorphous
structure are probably originating from hexagonal ot-Zr35.
The magnetic field applied thus turned out to be too weak to produce the desired
differences. This is especially so for the 60 )im sample for which the two spectra are almost
idenucal. For the 40 \ua sample there is a difference in the region of the Bragg peaks, but this
probably depends on the background not being correct in the perpendicular case. Furthermore
estimating that the ratio of magnetic and nuclear scattering is very small1, the statistics of the
data are not good enough to see the difference even in presence of a stronger field. Also the
signal-to-noise ratio is not good. One should therefore have to do the experiment in a stronger
field and for a longer time.
Comparisons of both samples and with the neutron diffraction study3 seems to confirm
the conclusions of that paper3.
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PLACZEK CORRECTIONS FOR SOME MOLECULAR LIQUIDS
Per Zetterström and Ulf Dahlborg
Institute of Physics, Department for Neutron and Reactor Physics,
Royal Institute of Technology, 5-700 44 Stockholm, Sweden
In earlier neutron diffraction (TOF) experiments on liquid iso-propanol1 and mixtures of
acetonitrile and water problems occurred in trying to correct for the effect of inelastic
scattering. These effects are great for large scattering angles and samples containing hydrogen.
In order to correct for this effects, (Placzek corrections2"4) a new parametration of the
integration path in Q-co space has been used based on work made by P. Schofield5. This model
makes use of an ideal gas model for the dynamic structure factor S(Q,(O). The calculation of
the self term gives qualitatively good results. Some self parts from such calculation are shown
in figure 1. The self term for a scattering angle of 35 degrees is shown in figure 2 together
with the measured differential cross s e ^ o n for a mixture of 50% CD3CN and 50% H2O. In
this sample the effect of inelastic scattering is large. The measured curve have been corrected
for other effects (absorption, multiple scattering). To get reasonable results for the Placzek
correction it was necessary to use the temperature and mass of the ideal gas atoms as
adjustable parameters. The temperature and mass in the model should not be interpreted to
have anything to do with the physical temperature and atom masses of the sample. As can be
seen in figure 2 the smooth self scattering has the same shape as the measured differential
cross section except at small Q:s. Tests with other models of S(Q,(O) may be needed to get a
good agreement for small Q. In figure 3 the self scattering calculated for an ideal gas and with
the normal method of expansion are shown. It is striking that with the new parametration
method it is possible to obtain more features in the self scattering for larger Q:s than with the
expansion method. This results in self parts with the same features as in the measurements.
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S(Q,co). The other is the measured differential scattering cross section.
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Self scattering for T=300K obtained with the described method and the
expansion method.

Another approach to the problem of Placzek corrections is to do the measurements at low
scattering angles. This has been done on the low angle diffractometer SANDALS at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in England. Measurements of iso-propanol at SANDALS
confirms the earlier measurements on LAD that a temperature dependent "pre-peak" exists in
S(Q). To gain more information of the structure factor, measurements on partially deuterated
iso-propanol-dr is planed in the near future.
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STATIC STRUCTURE FACTOR OF LIQUID ISO-PROPANOL
Per Zetterström and Ulf Dahlborg
Institute of Physics, Department for Neutron and Reactor Physics,
Royal Institute of Technology, S-IOO 44 Stockholm, Sweden

Earlier neutron diffraction measurements of liquid iso-propanol-dg (fully deuterated) at
different temperatures was made on the LAD instrument at the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) in England1. One of the more interesting results from this measurement is
the existence of a "pre-peak". The intensity of this "pre-peak" seemed to increase with
increasing temperature and vanish in the glassy state.
Because of difficulties to obtain good Placzek2* corrections to tiie measured data a new
measurement was made with the SANDALS diffractometer at RAL. The advantage with
SANDALS compared to LAD is better resolution at small angles. This reduces the Placzek
correction needed. It is important to measure S(Q) over a large Q range to be able to separate
it into intra and inter molecular parts. The spallation source at RAL gives these large Q range.
The structure factor shows oscillations up to Q=35 Å 1 . The measurements confirms the earlier
results and the measured structure factor can be seen in figure 1. In figure 2 the difference
between the structure factors for T=250K and T=190K demonstrates the change of the "prepeak" with temperature, it also displays the shift in the main peak due to density changes. The
origin if the "pre-peak" is not presently known but could be an effect of dimers or clustering
of the molecules. New measurements on partially deuterated iso-propanol-d7 where all but the
hydroxyl hydrogens are deuterated shall be made in a near future. This measurement will
hopefully give more details about the preferred orientations of the molecules in the liquid.
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF RIBONUCLEASE A COMPLEXED
WITH URID1NE VANADATE
Lennart Sjölin
Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology
and the University of Göteborg, S- 412 96 Göteborg, Sweden

Introduction
Although a number of crystallographic investigations have elucidated the threedimensional structure of ribonuclease A [1-4] and its proteolytic modification ribonucleasc S
|5-7), many details of the mechanism of action of this enzyme still remain to be conclusively
determined. Ribonuclease hydroly/.es single-stranded RNA and requires a pyramidine base
on the 3' side of the cleaved phosphodicster linkage. The stereochemistry of catalysis was
investigated by Usher el al [8,9] and these experiments have shown that both steps of the
reaction required to proceed through an in line mechanism (cf Fig.l). Although Usher did not
identify the groups in the active site of the protein responsible for catalysis these may be
inferred from structures of ribonuclease and of complexes with inhibitors [6,7,10-12].
Neutron diffraction is well suited for detailed investigations of the active sites of enzymes
because the relatively high scattering power of atoms such as deuterium (which is routinely
exchanged for hydrogen at the outset of the experiments) enables the experimenter to directly
obsen the protonation state of residues such as histidines and to follow the direction of
hydrogen bonds [13,14]. Earlier the structure of ribonuclease A has been refined by a
combination of neutron and x-ray diffraction techniques at 2.0 A resolution [2]. The
preliminary work reported here has been undertaken with the aim of investigating the details
of the atomic arrangement in the active site of the enzyme in the presence of the transition state
analog uridinc vanadate.

Fig 1 Hypothetical partial structure for the complex of ribonuclease A with undine vanadat
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Experimental procedures and preliminary results
By using previously described procedures single crystals of ribonuclease A were
grown at pH 5.3 with 43% t-butyl alcohol as a precipitant. One large crystal was transferred
to a vial containing 1 ml of synthetic mother liquor (without protein). Uridine vanadate
solution was prepared by mixing 45 mg of uridine and 105 mg of NH4VO3 in 6.1 ml of
immidazole buffer made in deuterated water and heating. The color of the resulting solution
was pale yellow. New synthetic mother liquor was prepared by mixing the undine vanadate
solution with 50% deuterated methanol. The final pH was 6.8 and the mixture was intensely
yellow. The 1 ml of solution surrounding the ribonuclease crystal was slowly exchanged for
this deuterated mother liquor. The whole exchange process took 3 months, and the final
solution contained < 1% of the original amount of hydrogen.
Neutron data were measured with the flat-cone diffractometer installed at the Studsvik
Neutron Research Laboratory. The unit cell parameters of the crystal were measured to be
a=30.2 A, b=38.5 c=53.5 and beta = 106.55, space group P21. The crystal was mounted so
that the crystallographic c-axis was set parallel to the tube axis (and thus the axis of
rotation).Reflection intensities were integrated using a 'dynamic mask procedure' [15].
Spencer and Kossiakoff [16] have shown that the reflections recorded on a linear position
sensitive detector (this is a two-dimensional case) vary much more in size and shape than
reflections found on for instance oscillation films, making profile fitting difficult. The
improvements noted by Spencer and Kossiakoff for weak neutron data from trypsin were
sustancial and well justified the introduction of sophisticated methods of data handling. Sjölin
and Wlodawer therefore developed the peak integration method often called the dynamic mask
procedure. The method does not assume ellipsoidal reflection shapes but operates on all kind
of objects. Both methods have, however, drastically improved the data quality for neutron
diffraction and these methods are probably vital for the available data collection facilities (cf
Fig 2).

•S'l

H3 N
41

H

H

119

Fig 2. A medium-strong reflection obtained with neutron diffraction where left) represents
unprocessed data and right) represents the same data after application of a nine point
parabolic smoothing procedure.
After final scaling the number of unique reflections (i>2 sigma) was 5816 The highest
resolution of any observed reflection in this data set is 1.72 A. However, there are only 6 %
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observed reflections in the shell between 2.0 and 1 7A so the nominal resolution of the data
must be considered to be somewhere between 2.0 and 2.2 A resolution. No absorption
correction has been applied on the data.
The refinement of the structure of the complex has been initiated using an algorithm of
Wlodawer and Hendrickson [17] in which the model is refined with both neutron and x-ray
data. The initial atomic model originates from an x-ray solution (18,19] of the undine
vanadate complex with ribonuclease A, a model which has been re-refined recently by Anders
Svensson (private communication). The investigation of the active site and its protonation is
under way.
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11.2 Nuclear Chemistry and Nuclear Physics
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NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS
The main research instrument of the Nuclear Chemistry/Nuclear Physics group is the
OSIRIS Isotope Separation On-Line (ISOL) facility for studies of neutron-rich nuclides
produced in fission, see Fig. 1. Such studies comprise the main activity of the group.
Other important activities are studies of fragmentation reactions and of high-spin states
produced in fusion rections. These reaction studies are performed at heavy ion accelerators. The group is also involved in the evaluation of nuclear data for the international
nuclear data banks.
The contributions describing the experimental activities of the group have been
subdivided into two parts. A. ISOL related research comprises sections about Experimental development, Nuclei in the Aw 100 region, Nuclei in the 132Sn region, The
neutron-rich lanthanides, and Studies of fission and their applications. B. Heavy ion
physics is divided into the sections High spin states and Fragmentation.

The OSIRIS mass separator facility
ti

i:
Target k Ion source

Tnpe systems
Electronics
Data acquisition
system

Figure 1: The present lay-out of the OSIRIS ISOL facility. The facility is situated
at the R2-0 reactor in Studsvik. The reaction used to produce the studied activities is
thermal-neutron induced fission of 235U.
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A. ISOL related research
1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE OSIRIS FACILITY

The experimental physics program at OSIRIS is based on nuclear spectroscopy studies
of nuclei far from stability. Relatively little time has been available for systematic tests
and development of the target and ion source, but many interesting observations have
been made during the preparation and optimization of physics experiments. Of special
interest are the molecular ion species produced inside the target and ion source. Some
of the observations made are summarized below in section 1.1.
Besides the ion source tests, the development of the OSIRIS facility has benefitted
from the implementation of different experimental techniques such as a fast (picosecond
range) timing method, described in section 1.2, and a multi-detector angular correlations measurement setup.
1.1

Target and ion source tests *

M. Hellström, B. Fogelberg, L. Jacobsson, D. Jerrestam,
L. Spanier, and G. Rudstam
The production capability, in terms of nuclidic yields, of the OSIRIS facility was very
strongly improved in 1986 when the new bi-mode high-temperature target/ion source
system ANUBIS was installed. This system can be switched between the thermal "surface" and electron impact "plasma" ionization modes, and can be run at temperatures
« 2500 °C for >1000 hours. The high temperatures have considerably increased the
yields of elements with high melting and boiling points, as well as substantially shortened the release time of the system.
Apart from the monoatomic ions normally studied, a large number of molecular
ions are created in (or near) the ion source. These ions may be formed in chemical
reactions between construction materials, impurities in these, and residual gases in the
system. The presence of molecular sidebands involving radioactive nuclides can be quite
disturbing in those cases where their masses overlap with regions of low fission yields.
One such region comprises the light (A=150-160) neutron-rich lanthanides, which are
of considerable interest, see section 4.
To find ways of reducing the contamination of molecular species, we have made a few
different studies of the intensities of these sidebands as a function of the temperature and
ionization mode of the ion source. It was found that the yields of many of the molecular
ion species were reduced considerably by using surface ionization on Re, as compared
to the electron impact plasma mode. Two cases of molecular ions being susceptible
to thermal decomposition were identified in the temperature dependence studies, see
Fig. 2. The strong temperature dependence of the lanthanide ion yields suggests that
the simplest remedy to the difficulties of studying the neutron-rich lanthanides may be
to operate the target and ion source system in the surface ionization mode at still higher
temperatures (> 2500 °C).
* See List of Publications [25,26].
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Figure 2: Observed temperature dependence for the yields of monoatomic and molecular ion species. Left: ion species with mass M=156. The yield of SnC2 decreases above
>2300 °C. Note also the strong temperature dependence of the lanthanides. Right:
M=160 species. Note the drastically reduced yield of 141BaF at temperatures >2350
°C. This figure also shows the yield dependence on ionizaticn mode. The symbols P
and S represent the plasma and surface ionization modes, respectively. The numbers
within the parentheses are the half-lives of the radioactive nuclides.

1.2

Experimental Techniques
H. Mach and B. Fogelberg

A fast time-delayed coincidence methoH has been recently developed [1] which makes it
possible to measure lifetimes down to the few-picosecond range for the excited nuclear
states populated in the /? decay. This method, which has opened up a critical range
of lifetimes below 1 ns for systematical studies, is based on triple coincidences between
/? and 7 rays in two fast timing detectors (which provide lifetime information) and
a 7 ray in a Ge detector The latter helps to select the desired decay path and to
simplify the spectrum in the fast timing 7 detector. As the method is implemented at
OSIRIS various experimental arrangements have been tested to select the optimal one
for the OSIRIS enviroment. Furthermore, specialized software is being developed for an
efficient analysis of the vast amount of data such measurements generate.
[1] H. Mach, R.L. Gill, and M. Moszyriski, Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A280, 49 (1989).
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2
2.1

NUCLEI IN THE A * 100 REGION

Strong octupole and dipole collectivity in ^Zr*

H. Mach 1 - 3 , S. Cwiok 45 , W. Nazarewicz 46 , B. Fogelberg1,
M. Moszyriski3-7, J. Winger 38 , and R.L. Gill3

'NFL, 2KFA Julich/Germany, 3BNL/USA, 4 Warsaw U. of T./Poland,
GSI/Germany, 6 Warsaw U./Poland,7INS Éwierk/Poland, *Ames Lab./USA.

b

^Zr represents an exceptional nucleus which almost doubly magic character is attributed
to the strong subshell closures at Z=38,40 and N=56,58. The systematics of the B(E3)
rates in this region show [1] strong enhancement at % Zr. Mutually reinforcing particlehole excitations of the proton 2j>3/2 —* ljfa/2 and neutron 2d$/2 —* l/in/2 across the Z=40
and N=56 gaps, respectively, could produce large octupole collectivity exceeding even
that for ^Ca and 208 Pb. Our direct half-life measurement of 50(7) ps for the 3^ level in
^Zr (part of the data is shown in Fig. 3) gives a B(E3) rate of 65(10) W.u. This exceptionally high rate (the fastest known) cannot be reproduced by the RPA calculations.
The data is interpreted in terms of a deformed shell model which suggests octupole
instability near ^Zr. This unexpected result requires further theoretical studies.
* See List of Publications [5].
[1] G. Molnår tt al. Z. Phys. A331, 97 (1988).
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Figure 3: Left: Time spectra to deduce lifetime of the 1897 keV state. Start signals 0~
particles and stop signals 1750 keV 7 rays. Spectra a and b were gated by additional 475
and 328 keV 7 rays in a Ge detector, respectively. A shift of r=83(16) ps between their
centroids (indicated by arrows) is equal to the meanlife of the 3j" level [Ti/2=58(11) ps].
Right: A partial level scheme for the 0 ' ^ Y - ^ Z r decay. The half-lives indicated on
the right of each level are from this work except for the 1750 and 2668 keV levels.
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2.2 Retardation of the B(E2;0f -• 2j) rates in »-»Sr
and strong subshell closure effects in the A~ 100 region*
H. Mach 1 " 3 , F.K. Wohn 4 , G. Molnår 25 , K. Sistemich2, J. C. Hill4,
M. Moszynski3-6, R.L. Gill,3, W. Krips3-7, and D.S. Brenner 8
l

NFL, 2KFA Julich/Germany, 3BNL/USA, *Ames Lab./USA, 5Inst of Isotopes,
Budapest/Hungary, 6INS Éwierk/'Poland, rU. of Cologne/Germany, * Clark U./USA.
The mass A=100 region characterized by sharp discontinuities in the nuclear structure
represents the heaviest region amenable to the shell model calculations. The shape
transition must be clearly abrupt for the vibrational Sr and Zr nuclei at N=58 as they
become deformed at N=60 by an addition of a single neutron pair. From our direct
lifetime measurements of the 2* states in ^ - ^ S r exceptionally low B(E2;0i" —» 2f) rates,
~8 W.u., have been deduced which provide evidence for a strong Z=38 subshell effect
extending from N=50 to N=58. Furthermore, these rates establish a close similarity
between ^"^Sr and ^ - ^ Z r nuclei, which form a region of the lowest B(E2) values (for
nuclei A>56) second only to 204 " 210 Pb. Unique to the Qo systematics for Sr nuclei
(shown in Fig. 4) are constant Qo values at ~1.0 6 for N=48-58 and a sudden jump at
N=60 to constant Qo values of ~3.8 b. This transformation is so remarkably large and
abrupt for Sr nuclei that it suggests a 'phase change' in Sr collectivity.
* See List of Publications [19].

60

Figure 4: Systematics of the intrinsic quadrupole moments Qo (deduced from the B(E2)
values) as a function of neutron number, N, for Sr nuclei. Dashed lines at QQV=0.9G
b for N=50-58 and at Q5"=3.79 b for N=59-62 represent the average values for those
groups of nuclei. The abrupt transition from spherical to deformed shape is clearly
visible at N=59.
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2.3

Evidence for the contribution of 0/ 5 / 2 and lp3/2 proton
excitations in the low-lying states in 9294Zr."

H. Mach 1 " 3 , E.K. Warburton 3 4 , W. Krips 3 5 , R.L. Gill3, and M. Moszynski2-3
4

3
'NFL, 2INS Swierk/Poland,
BNL/USA,
5
U. Heidelberg and IKP Heidelberg/Germany, U. of Cologne/Germany

Many structural similarities between ^Zr and ^Zr as well as between 92Zr and **Zr
can be understood in simple terms of almost complete subshell closures at Z=40 and
N=50, 56. Nevertheless properties of these spherical nuclei can be significantly modified
by even small admixtures of configurations from below the subshell gaps. Indeed, the
(/-factors measured [1] for the 2f states in 92-94Zr of -0.03(5) and -0.26(6), respectively
are considerably smaller than the Schmidt value of g(vd5/2) = -0.76. As the magnetic
moments and the E2 rates are reliable probes of nuclear structure we have measured
the lifetimes of the Oj and 4+ states in 92|94Zr using the #77 fast timing method. Part
of our experimental data is shown in Fig. 5. The experimental results are reproduced
by the spherical shell model calculations with a model space that includes all neutron
and proton orbits between Z=28-50, and N=50-82 (excluding only neutron hn/2 orbit)
and provide compelling evidence for significant contributions of proton O/5/2 and IP3/2
orbits to the low-energy structure of these nuclei.
" See List of Publications [4].
[1] M. Hass et al. Phys. Rev. C22 1065 (1980).
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gate on the 561 keV 7-rays. \2 fit (solid line) is for Ti/2=102 ps with a prompt component approximated by a Gaussian (broken line). Right: A partial level scheme for the
92
Y—>92Zr decay. Level half-lives which are shown to the right of the energy bar are
from this work except for the 935 keV level.
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3
3.1

THE REGION AROUND

132

Sn

Lifetime measurements of states in

130

Sn

D. Jerrestam, B. Fogelberg, M. Hellström, H. Mach, and L. Spanier
The nucleus t30Sn is the two neutron hole system at the Z=50, N=82 double shell closure.
The simplest excitations consists of two neutrons coupled in various configurations in
the available orbitals in the N=50-82 shell. A shell model calculation by Heyde [1] of the
expected levels below about 4.5 MeV shows 28 excited states, including two 0 + levels
which may be spurious. Some of these levels were identified in experiments at OSIRIS
several years ago, also reported in Ref. [1]. The simple structure of 130Sn makes it a
very attractive case for detailed tests of the shell model. We have therefore started a
series of experiments intended to give significantly extended information on the levels
and transition matrix elements of this nucleus.
The structure of 130Sn can only be studied from the /?~-decay of 130In. This decay
favours population of a wide range of different final states due to the presence of three
/^-decaying states having J = l , 5, and 10. The present studies of these decays have been
made under strongly improved conditions as compared to the previous experiments.
The data obtained include results from a 77 angular correlation measurement and delayed coincidence experiments involving plastic, Ge and BaF? detectors. An accurate
calibration of the time walk as a function of the energy in the BaF2 detectors permitted
extraction of short level half lives using the centroid shift method. Several new half
lives were found in addition to improved values for those previously known, see Table 1.
These data, together with the improved values for the 7-ray branching from the levels, will permit the determination of several matrix elements for transitions within and
between specific tv o neutron hole multiplets.
[1] B. Fogelberg et al., Nucl. Phys. A352, 157 (1981).
3.2

Lifetimes of excited levels in

I30

Sb

D. Jerrestam, B. Fogelberg, M. Hellström, H. Mach, and L. Spanic
The levels and transitions in the doubly odd nuclides near 132Sn give information on
the basic p-n couplings and on the matrix elements between theese coupled states. The
nuclide 130Sb, having three neutron holes and one proton particle relative to 132Sn, is
particularly favorable from the experimental point of view. The reason for this is that its
levels are populated in the decays of two isomers of 130Sn differing by 7 units of angular
momentum and having opposite parities. A limited amount of experimental information
was obtained several years ago [1]. The present investigation of the structure of i30Sb has
been performed with the intention to identify further members of the p-n multiplets,
through spin and parity assignments made on the basis of angular correlations and
conversion electron data, and to obtain transition matrix elements from level half-life
measurements.
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Table 1: Lifetimes of levels populated in the decay
Level energy
(keV)
1946.9
1995.6

I*
(»)
7"
4+

2028.3
2+
2084.8
5"
2214.6
4"
2257.0
6+
2434.8
10+
3167.2 (2,3)

3425.0
4119.8
4405.4

4463.2
5262.7

Lifetime T

In—»130Sn.

Gating pairs
E^i-E72

(P«0
102
60(21) - T(4405.4)
36(29) - r(4405.4)
52(20)
<5
49.8(7)
103(14)
4.1(3)
1.55(3)
< 29 - T(4119.8 + 1221.2)
32(6) - r(4119.8)
22(14)
26(26)
-10(31) - r(1995.6)
10(13)
5(21)-r(1221.2)
-13(13) - r(2028.3)
60(21) - r( 1995.6)
0(23) - r(1221.2)
13(23) - T ( 1221.2)

130

s
2409-774
2409-1221
E2-trans.
ns
ns

/zs
1945-1221
952-1945
138-1340
1429-774
1945-952
3184-1221
2377-2028
2409-774
3241-1221
4042-1221

The 77(0) angular correlation results were obtained in two different experiments,
employing slightly different configurations of five Ge detectors in each runs. One of
these experiments was performed in parallell with the experiment on 130Sn described in
section 3.1 above. The level half-lives were determined in delayed coincidence measurements of the type described above in section 1.2.
The results include the identification of about 20 new excited states in 130Sb, and new
or improved values for the half-lives of about 10 levels, see Table 2. Some additional
experiments are needed in order to determine the absolute intensity scale (in % per
decay) for transitions following the decay of the I'r=7~ isomer of 130Sn. The evaluation
of the angular correlation data is still in progress. There may be a problem with cascades
involving the 70.0 keV level, which has a half-life long enough to cause attenuation of
these correlations.
[1] A. Kerek et al., Nucl. Phys. A224, 367 (1974).
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Table 2: Half-lives observed in the decays of the I* = 0 + and 7~ isomers of 130Sn.
Level energy
(keV)
70.0
262.5
697.2
813.1
1042.3

Lifetime r
(ps)
3.06(16) ns
60(25)
18(26)
<40
29(17)

Gating pairs
192 - 70
70 - 192, 435 - 192, 780 - 192
192 - 435
229 - 743
743 - 229, 70 - 780, 192 - 780

84.7
427(14) ns 85-Plastic
144.9
45(20)
544 - 145, 899 - 145
688.5
36(25)
145 - 544
732.7 Available
311 - 733
1044.1
<5
145 - 899
3.3
1

Detailed spectroscopy of
1

132

Sn

1

B. Fogelberg , M. Hellström , D. Jerrestam , A. Kerek2, H. Mach1,
L. 0. Norlin2, J. P. Omtvedt3, and H. Prade4
X

NFL, *MSI Stockholm/'Sweden,3Oslo U./Norway, 4 ZFK Rossendorf/Germany

No other nucleus with A> 4 has such an exceptional energy gap in the level spectrum as
132
Sn. Allowing for the size scale factor of A"1^3, one finds the first excited state of 132Sn
at more than 30% higher energy than in 16O or in 208 Pb. The uniquely large shell gaps
at 132Sn has a major influence on the structure and properties of nuclei in a wide region
of the nuclidic chart. A proper understanding of this region must be based on empirical
data on the single-particle and few-particle systems near 132Sn. These systems provide
the basic parameters to be used in the modelling of nuclear properties both at or near
stability and when approaching the very unstable nuclei at the r-process path in the
intermediate mass region.
The excited states of 132Sn are known from experiments at OSIRIS (Studsvik),
JOSEF (Jiilich), and ISOLDE (CERN, Geneva). Ref. [1] describes the experiments
performed at ISOLDE and also summarizes the previous experimental work. Relatively
little empirical data exists for this highly interesting nucleus. The level scheme of Ref. [1]
shows only eight excited states. The level half-lives are known for three of these. The
spin and parity assignments rely in some cases on theoretical expectations. Further
information on the structure of 132Sn is therefore highly desirable.
The excited states of 132Sn can presently only be studied in the 0~-decay of l32 In.
Recent developments of the target and ion source system of OSIRIS [2] has made it
possible to obtain a beam of 132In with only a moderate contamination of daughter
products. We have started a series of detailed spectroscopic studies of the radiation
following this decay in order to significantly improve on the known structure data of
132
Sn. The experiments made this far comprise measurements of the total decay energy,
of 7-ray singles, of delayed coincidences to obtain level half-lives, and of 77(6) angular
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correlations. Studies of the conversion electron spectrum are planned for the near future.
Part of a spectrum of the A=132 isobars is shown in Fig. 6.
The angular correlations measurements, which were made with a system of five Ge
detectors and six BGO scintillators, also gave information on 77-coincidence relations.
Fig. 7 shows the lay-out of the multi-detector system. A total of 108 events were
recorded, most of them involving pairs of Ge detectors. The first step in the analysis
have more than doubled the number of known 7-transitions in 132Sn.
[1] T. Bjornstad et al., Nucl. Phys. A453, 463 (1986).
[2] L. Jacobsson et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods 26B, 223 (1986).
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Figure 6: Part of a 7-ray spectrum of the A=132 isobars recorded with a LEP detector.
Most of the visible lines, including those with low intensities, represent transitions in
132
Sn.

Figure 7: Photograph of the mult i-detector setup used during the 77(0) angular correlations experiment on the decay 132In—>132Sn performed at OSIRIS.
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4

THE NEUTRON-RICH LANTHANIDES
4.1

Background

The light neutron-rich lanthanides (LNL) in the mass region A=140-160 are at present
the only heavy neutron-rich nuclei that can be abundantly produced. They are situated
in a region of the nuclidic chart between the closed proton and neutron shells at Z=50
and 82 and N=82 and 126, respectively, see Fig. 8. This region is well know" to be
transitional in nuclear deformation, from spherical shapes near the (doubly) closed shells
to quadrupole deformed in the middle. The possibility of static octupole deformation
in the heavy bariums has recently been investigated, see section 4.2.
Not very much is known about the nuclear properties of the LNL, mainly because
of experimental difficulties to produce intense beams of mass separated LNL nuclides.
This largely depends on their chemical and thermodynamical properties which make
their on-line separation difficult. These problems have been partly overcome at OSIRIS
by operating the ion source at high temperatures, see section 1.1.
We have chosen to concentrate our studies on the (even-even) LNLs in the mass
range A=150-160. Studies of 150Nd [1] and 156Sm [2] have been reported earlier. During
the last two years, measurements of nuclei at A=150 and A=152 have been performed.
The analysis of the A=150 data is still in progress. We have confirmed the existence of
the two very neutron-rich nuclides 150Ba and 150La, and have determined their half-lives
as 0.28(2) s and 0.84(5) s, repectively.
At A=152, our efforts have been concentrated on 152Nd and 152Sm. Although data on
the former nucleus is still being analyzed, some of the results are discussed in section 4.3.
The measurement of the lifetime of the Oj state in 152Sm prompted us to reinvestigate
the band systematics of the heavy Sm nuclides, see section 4.4.
[1] B. Fogelberg and G. Skarnemark, Nucl Phys A453, 15 (1986).
[2] M. Hellström et al, Phys. Rev. C41, 2325 (1990).

1-60

Figure 8: Part of the nuclidic chart, showing the limits of our present knowledge. The
magic nucleon numbers at Z=50, 82 and N=82, 126 are indicated (thick lines) as well
as all nuclides with Ti/ 2 > 108 y (solid squares).
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4.2

E l transition rates in

144146

Ba nuclei •

H. Mach1"3, W. Nazarewicz4-5, D. Kusnezov6, M. Moszynski23, B. Fogelberg1,
M. Hellström1, L. Spanier1, R.L. Gill3, R.F. Casten3 and A. Wolf3.
X

NFL, 2INS Swierk/Poland, 3BNL/USA, 4 Warsaw U. of T./Poland,
5
U. of Liverpool/England, 6NSCL/USA.

Recent model refinements allow [1] to study higher modes of excitation including tL:
crucial interplay between the quadrupole and octupole modes and to address the issue of
static octupole deformation. The reflection-asymmetric deformed shell model predicts
[1] 146Ba to be one of the softest nuclei towards octupole deformation. Furthermore,
it predicts strong influence of the static octupole deformation and shell effects on the
isovector El rates. Indeed based on the B(E1)/B(E2) ratios a dramatic drop in the
intrinsic dipole moment was deduced [2] for transitions at moderate spin and excitation
energies in146Ba. We have determined the B(El) rates for the If and 3+ states in
i44,i46ga from a direct lifetime measurement (see Fig. 9) and confirmed that the effect
mentioned above persists down to the low excitation energy. The new data interpreted
by both the spdf interacting boson and the reflection-asymmetric deformed shell models
provide compelling evidence for a static octupole deformation near 146Ba.
* See List of Publications [3].
[1] S. Cwiok and W. Nazarewicz, Nucl. Phys. A496, 367 (1989).
[2] W.R. Phillips et a/., Phys. Lett. B212, 402 (1988).
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Figure 9: Left: Delayed time spectrum for the 3j level in 146Ba (solid cirles) between
f5~ particles as start (332-keV 7 ray as an additional gate) and the 307-keV 7 rays as
stop signals and its equivalent nearly prompt time distribution in 144Ba (open circles)
vividly demonstrates different B(E1) rates in 144Ba and 146Ba. \2 ^ (solid line) is for
Tj/2=237 ps with a prompt approximated by a Gaussian (dashed line). Right: A partial
level scheme for the decay of146Cs—>146Ba. Level half-lives shown to the right of the
energy bar are from this work. The B(E1) rates in 10~7 e2b and B(E2) in e2b2 are
indicated along the transition arrow with 'El' and 'E2' symbols, respectively.
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4.3

The lifetime of the 2f state in

152

Nd '

M. Hellström, H. Mach, B. Fogelberg, D. Jerrestam, and L. Spanier
A smooth correlation of the B(E2;0i" —• 2+) rates with the energy of the first excited
2 + state in even-even nuclei was established thirty years ago by Grodzins [l]. Recently
Rar" t'i et al. [2] updated the compilation of experimental results for the B(E2;0+ —> 2+)
r?'-,-... Of particular interest are the deviations from the smooth systematics which can
j/avel the underlying microscopic subshell effects that hinder the smooth development
ot collectivity. Such a deviation is indeed observed in the B(E2) rate systematics for
the neutron-rich Nd isotopes at 152Nd, see Fig. 10. However, the half-life of 7.7(20)
ns adopted [2] for the 2+ level in 152Nd was in fact a tentative value measured for the
nucleus 154Nd by Jared et al. [3] and reasigned by the compilers to l52 Nd. We have
measured the lifetime the 2f level 152Nd using the fast timing technique. Our half-life
of 4.45(26) ns yields a B(E2;0f -» 2f) rate of 3.84(22) e262 which smoothly follows the
trend of the other nuclides in the A=150-160 region. As the previous tentative value
clearly differs from the presently measured result (in which the assignment to 152Nd is
unambiguous) we conclude that the lifetime of the 2+ level in 152Nd was measured in
the present work for the first time.
' See List of Publications [16].
[1] L. Grodzins, Phys. Lett. 2, 88 (1962).
[2] S. Raman et al., At. Data Nucl. Data Tables 42, 1 (1989).
[3] Private communication from R.C. Jared et al. quoted in Ref. [2].
B(E2) systematics. A= 140-160

140

144

148
152
156
Mass number A

160

Figure 10: Systematics of the B(E2;0| -> 2j") rates in the A=150-160 region. Data
points connected by solid and dashed lines are taken from Ref. [2], while the new result
for 152Nd obtained at OSIRIS is connected to the Nd systematics by a dotted line.
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4.4

Correspondence interpretation of the low-lying bands
in heavy Sm and Gd.*

H. Mach, M. Hellström, B. Fogelberg, D. Jerrestam, and L. Spanier
In general, the nature of the low-lying 0 + bands is poorly understood and their properties differ from the model predictions. Such is the case of 114Cd which has been
interpreted [1] as a solid case of shape-coexistence. The new data, however, favour [2]
a simpler quadrupole vibrational model over the shape-coexistence models [1]. As the
structures of tl4 Cd and 150Sm should be somewhat similar (low-lying deformed intruder
band mixed with the vibrational ground state structure) Sm nuclei could offer a possibility to observe the evolution of these structures with fast increasing deformation of
the g.s. band.
We have examined the systematics of the 0 + bands in the N=86-94 Sm and Gd
nuclei, where the O^ states have been interpreted [3] as the shape-coexisting (intruder)
states. In order to supplement the very limited data on the Oj bands we have studied the
low-spin decay of 152Pm-»152Sm. A half-life of 15(6) ps and new branching ratios have
been measured for the 'intruder' 0 + state in 152Sm. The deduced B(E2) and p2(E0)
rates for the Oj band are well reproduced by the pairing-plus-quadrupole model [4]
which shows no shape-coexisting minima.
Properties of all low-lying bands considered in this systematics can be understood
from the correspondence interpretation as evolving from quadrupole phonon multiplets.
It is suggested that the /?' band (Oj) represents a new mode of excitation in par with /?
and 7 modes. In fact the /? and /?' bands are distinctive as different modes of excitation
already in the transitional region.
* See List of Publications [31].
[1] K. Heyde et al., Phys. Rev. C25, 3161 (1982).
[2] C. Fahlander et al., Nucl. Phys. A485, 327 (1988).
[3] P. Debenham and N.M. Hintz, Nucl. Phys. A195, 385 (1972).
[4] K. Kumar, Nucl. Phys. A231, 189 (1974).
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5. STUDIES OF FISSION AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

5.1. Delayed-neutron branching ratios and average kinetic energies
G. Rudstam, K. Aleklett, and L. Sihver
Studsvik Neutron Research Laborarory, S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden

An extensive study of delayed-neutron branching ratios was started in 1989, and a description
of the equipment used is contained in the Progress Report 1987 -1989. At that time the mass
range 79 - 100 was covered. The experiment was continued in 1990 with measurements in
the mass range 127 - 150 and also some complementary measurements in the lower mass
region. The analysis of the data is now completed. Pn-values have been obtained for 52
precursors, in many cases with a considerable improvement of the accuracy. Among the
nuclides studied are three precursors (^Ge, 133Sn, and 150La) for which delayed neutrons
have not been reported before.
The BF3-detector tubes in the neutron counter are arranged in concentric circles. The ratio
between the number of neutron counts in an outer ring and that in an inner ring increases with
increasing neutron energy. The reason is that the more energetic neutrons need more
moderating material to get thermalized and efficiently counted. This is the basis for a method
of determining the average neutron energy developed by Reeder and Warner (P. L. Reeder
and R. A. Warner, Nucl. Instrum. Methods i£0_, 173 (1981)). The energy versus ring ratio
curve will evidently depend on the actual counting arrangement and has to be determined
from a curve relating measured ratios to known average energies. Such a calibration curve
was established using data for 29 precursors. The average kinetic energy could then be
determined for the remaining set of precursors under study. For these nuclides the average
kinetic energy was either unknown or very poorly known before.
The beta activity at the end of the collection period can be used to determine the yield in
thermal neutron-induced fission of 235 U. The analysis is particularly simple if parent effects
can be neglected and if the release from the target is governed by desorption. If the release
is controlled by diffusion a somewhat more complicated treatment is required, but the case
can still be treated. Using this technique the fission yield of a number of nuclides with very
low and hitherto unmeasured yields was obtained as a by-product o/ the experiment.
The set of results obtained in the delayed-neutron experiment is too extensive to be presented
here. Reference is therefore made t<?a Research Report from this laboratory (NFL-69).
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5.2. Average beta and gamma energies of fission products in the
mass range 79-108 and 130-147
PI. Johansson1. G. Rudstam1. J. Eriksen1. H.R. tausfi, J.Blachot^, and J.Wulff
1 The Studsvik Institute of Neutron Research, University of Uppsala,
S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
2 Institute Laue - Langevin, 156 X F-038042 Grenoble, France
3 Centre d'Etudes Nucleates, 85 X F-38041 Grenoble, France
4 Technical University, D-3300 Braunschweig, Germany
Continuous spectra of beta particles and gamma rays emitted in the decay of short-lived
fission products have been measured. The nuclides of interest were those with high beta
disintegration energies and not too small fission yield. The mass ranges 79-98 and 130-147, the
low and high fission yield peak from thermal fission of U-235, were covered by a measurement
at OSIRIS at Studsvik1. The mass range 98-108 was covered by the measurement at the on-line
isotope-separator LOHENGRIN2 at ILL using thermal fission of Pu-239. This mass range is
not available at OSIRIS. The measurements were carried out with the same equipment and
similar technique as the corresponding OSIRIS measurement1. The gamma rays were measured
using a Nal(TI) crystal with high efficiency' and the beta particles with a telescope consisting of
a thin plastic AE-detector in front of a high purity Si detector.
The measurements arc motivated by discrepant results from summation calculations and
integral measurements on the decay heat developed by decaying fission products in the fuel
elements. The average beta and gamma energies (per decay) obtained from the spectra are
important data for the calculation of the decay heat by the summation technique. The spectra can
also be used for various other applications in reactor technology and in basic science
The ILL-experiment have given beta spectra for the nuclides Zr-99, Nbm-99, Nb-99,
Zr-KK), Nb-KK), Zr-101, Nb-101, Mo-101, Tc-101, Zr-101, Zrm-102, Nb-102, Tc-!02, Nb103, Mo-103. Tc-103, Mo 104, Tc-104, Mo-105, Tc-105, Nb-106, Mo-106, Tc-106, Tc-107,
Ru-107, Mo-108, Tc-108, Ru-108, and Rhm-108 Gamma spectra have been obtained for Y98, Zr-98, Y-99, Zr-99, Nb-99, Zr-101, Nb-101, Mo-102, Nb-102, Nb-103, Mo-103, Tc-1()3,
Mo-104, Nb-104, Tc-104, Mo-105, Nb-105, Tc-105, Mo-106, and Tc-106.
Fig 1 and Fig. 2 show the result obtained after a preliminary analysis of gamma spectra
from Mo-105 and Mo-104 compared with data derived from the ENSDF file3, and Fig. 3
shows Ru-107 beta spectra compared with calculated spectra using decay schemes and Q p
values taken from Nuclear Data Sheets.
REFERENCES
1. G. Rudstam, P. I. Johansson, O. Tengblad, P. Aagaard and J Eriksen,
Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables 45,( 1990)239
2 P. Armbruster, M Asghar, J.P. Bocquet, R. Decker, H. Ewald, J. Greif, E. Moll,
B Pfciffer, H. Schrader, F Schussler, G Siegerl and H Wollnik,
Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 139(1976)213
3 Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF), 1988 version, communicated through C
Nordborg
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Gamma spectrum for Mo—105
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B. Physics with heavy ions
6
6.1
1

HIGH SPIN STATES

A "superdeformed" band in
3

3

I03

Pd.

2

D. Jerrestam , A.Gizon , J.Gizon , M.Piiparinen , W.Klamra^B.Fogelberg1,
S.Mitarai6, E.Ideguchi6, R.Bark2, Th.Lindblad\J.Nyberg5 ,and G.Sletten2
"NFL, 2NBI/Ri30Denmark, 3ISN Grenoble,4MSI Stockholm,
5
TSL Uppsala, and 6Kyushu U. Japan
The difficulty to populate and observe so-called superdefonned (SD) bands presents a
challenge to nuclear physicists. Superdeformed band structures had only been seen in
rotational bands built upon fission isomers before the observation, some years ago, of
SD bands in 152Dy [1]. This discovery was followed by observations of SD bands in the
A~130 and 150 mass regions. In 1988 SD bands were discovered in 1M105 Pd [2], and
two years later a large number of SD bands were observed around A~195, see Ref. [3].
Altogether, SD bands have only been observed in a few mass regions.
The large shell gaps associated with SD were predicted four decades ago by Bohr
and Mottelson [4]. Total Surface Routhian calculations [5] for these regions predict the
evolution of a second SD minimum in these regions. However, there are differences: the
bauds in the A~150 and 195 regions have /?2«0.6 while in the other regions /?2«0.4,
and the bands •*><. more intensely populated. Two of the most important unknown
properties of • « f • D bands are how they are depoulated, and how widespread the
phenomenon ' ,i'< • have tried to extend the data for nuclei with A~105. In this region
the superdefc u -J bands are intensely populated which may provide sufficient statistics
in an experii r \. ,o observe transitions feeding out of the SD bands.
Some sin p' •, c aleulations using the GENITZ code [6] (which does not consider pairing
effects), sug# f that other candidates for SD in this region are 102103 Pd, 105'106Ag, and
107
Cd. The r »oulations predict that the best cases would be 103Pd and 106Ag. If the
lowering of » ? SD bands relative the normal deformed bands in odd-even (o-e) and e-o
nuclei relat <• 'iy to e-e nuclei is also considered, the most probable candidates would be
103
Pd and ''' Ag. The calculations also suggested that a SD band in I03 Pd would have a
significantly ;egative 7 and a smaller deformation, ,02*0-35, in contrast to the SD bands
in 104105Pd * Jiich would have 7*0° and /?2«0.40 at 1= 30ft. The large deformations are
caused by t l • valence nucleons occupying low-fi v and Tthn/2 Nilsson orbitals, which
drive the nu< ioi to large 02In the first experiments (see section 6.2 and Ref. [7]) aimed at finding SD bands in
the Ass 105 region, we used oxygen beams to produce the compound nuclei 1O9'noCd.
No SD bands were observed in these experiments. An experiment with a sulphur beam
was more successful, however, and some results obtained are presented below.
The sulphur beam experiment was carried out at the landem/Booster at Ris0, Denmark. Excited states in 103Pd were populated in the 76Ge(34S,o3n) reaction at 148 MeV.
Three thin stacked targets, with a total thickness of ss lmg/cm were used. Nineteen
Compton-suppressed Ge detectors and one LEP detector mounted in the NordBall detector frame system were used. An inner ball with sixty BaF2 elements provided sum
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energy and 7-ray multiplicity information. The particle detection system SiBall [8] was
used to detect evaporated protons and Q particles. This enabled us to separate the
Q-channel events from those produced by all other reaction channels (necessary since
103
Pd is only produced in around 10% of the events). During the experiment «600-700
millions of 7~7~BaF2 ball coincidences were stored on magnetic tape. Mere than 100
million events were in coincidence with only one Q particle. These were approximately
equally divided between the 102Pd and 103Pd channels. Apart from requiring the detection of an a particle in th SiBall, no other advanced conditions were set during the
off-line analysis of the collected data.
A very preliminary level scheme of 103Pd is presented in Fig. 11. No angular correlation
information has been used to establish the spin of the states. Instead, we assume that
the new transitions are stretched E2:s. The width of the arrows in the level scheme are
proportional to the intensities of the 7-rays. The intensities were mainly obtained from
gates set on the 243.8 and 476.7 keV transitions. Band structures have been established
above the 31/2" state in band 1, above the 19/2 + state in band 2, and above the 17/2 +
state in band 3. Band 4 contains seven new transitions forming the superdeformed band
in 103Pd. A summed spectrum of gates set on the 7-rays in the SD band is displayed
in Fig. 12. No transitions feeding out of the SD band into the "normal" bands have
been observed. The SD band is populated with almost the same intensity as the other
bands. The absolute yield for the SD band is between 5 to 8%.
From the established level scheme and the position suggested for band 4 it is. possible
to calculate the moment of inertia, J^\ to be ss 34ft2/MeV, significantly lower than
the value SJ 397i2/MeV calculated for the SD band in neighbouring 105Pd. However, the
population and deexcitation patterns of band 4 are analogous to those of superdeformed
bands in other nuclei. It is possible that the forthcoming data analysis will reveal other
7-rays belonging to the SD band, with lower energy than observed so far. If this is
not the case, the of band 4 seems to be transitional to the behaviour of "normal" and
superdeformed bands, with respect to J^ and the population pattern, respectively.
[1] P.J. Twin et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 57, 811 (1986).
[2] A. O. Macchiavelli et al, Phys. Rev. C38, 1088 (1988).
[3] T. F. Wang et al. Phys. Rev. C43, 2465 (1991), and references therein.
[4] A. Bohr and B. Mottelson, Nuclear Structure, Vol. 2 (Benjamin, New York, 1975).
[5] W. Nazarewicz et al. Nucl. Phys. A435, 935 (1985).
[6] T. Bengtsson and I. Ragnarsson, Nucl. Phys. A436, 14 (1985).
[7] D. Jerrestam et a/., Nucl. Phys. (to be published).
[8] T. Kuroyanagi et al., Nucl. Instrum. Methods (in press).
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6.2

CoUective bands in
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Ag and
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Ag.
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The nuclei 106-107Ag are interesting objects for investigation of gamma softness in the
mass A~105 region. The neighbouring odd-even isotope 105Ag is known to show a large
variety of excitations built on different configurations. In this nucleus, configurationdependent triaxiality is suggested to occur [1]. The energies and spins of bandheads
created by different quasiparticle configurations gives important information about the
single-particle energies. The isotopes 106Ag (odd-odd) and 107Ag (even-odd) can thus
provide unique information about the quasiparticle orbitals in this region, since orbitals
become blocked by the single quasiparticle.
hi an experiment at the Tandem at Ris0, Denmark, excited states of 106-107Ag were
populated in the 94Zr(17O,pxn) reaction at 80 MeV. The Compton-suppressed Ge detectors of the NordBall detector system and the particle detection system Hystrix [2] were
used to measure 7-rays and evaporated protons and a-paxticles, respectively. Around
10 million events, approximately equally divided between the I06Ag and 107Ag channels,
were detected in coincidence with evaporated protons.
Preliminary level schemes of the different parity states in 106Ag and 107Ag are shown
in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. The positive parity states are placed to the left in
the figures. New states have been established at the highest spins [3,4]. Most of the
stretched E2 transitions are new. The positive parity structures in 106Ag above 1.5-2.0
MeV have been extended compared to previous measurements. The bands labelled 2
and 5 in Fig. 13 and band 2 in Fig. 14 were not previously known. Measurements of
angular correlation ratios [5] support the spin assignments made.
The low-lying states in 106Ag provide the purest examples of two-quasiparticle states.
These are different from the often mixed two-quasiparticle states in even-even nuclei,
since no mixing with zero-quasiparticle states occur. The low-lying bandheads have been
described in Ref. [4], and are for the positive parity states of band 1 and 2 assigned as
being built upon the ngg/2 ® f^s/2 and ng9f2 ® vgj/2 configurations, respectively. We
would like to describe the continuation of the band, i.e. for I > 12ft, as an excited
configuration built upon the 7rj9/2 <3> ^"57/2"^n/2 orbitals. The wg7/2" orbital consists
of a mixture of d5/2 and g7/2 Nilsson orbitals. The alignment for this band is around
8ft, i.e. a low value for an ftj, ,2 alignment. However, the favoured signature is zero, as
expected for such an configuration.
Band 3 of the negative parity states has been described as ng9/2 ® vhn/2. Band
4 may be a more aligned version of the same orbital configuration, or be built upon
a four-quasiparticle configuration. Neither of these bands show any strong alignment
effects indicating that the most alignable orbitals are blocked, hi both cases the zero
signature is unfavoured. The new band labelled 5 is presently not understood.
The signature partners of band 1 of the positive parity states in 107Ag show a strong
signature splitting which, below the occupation and alignment of a neutron hu/ 2 quasiparticle pair, changes into a small splitting. A Total Routhian Surface calculation [6]
shows that as the (hn/2)2 configuration is occupied, the deformation increases from
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Figure 13:
(02,7) « (0.12, -10°) to (0.18, 0°). Band 1 is built on a gg/j proton orbital.
The positive-parity levels of band 2 show a high initial alignment of around 13ft
and has a fragmented deacy to both the negative and positive parity bands. The decay
pattern and spins of the band members are established from the 990.4 keV 7-ray which
links band 2 with band 1. Band 2 is certainly built on an aligned pair of hu/2 neutrons,
but the full quasiparticle configuration is under discussion.
The negative parity states and bands are built upon the TT g9/2 and * n e " hn/2®"<77/2"
orbitals in analogy with 105Ag. The alignment of band 3 is around Sh, in agreement
with this assignment. Band 4 shows an irregular pattern and contains other 7-rays that
could not be placed in the level-scheme.
[1] H.-J. Keller tt o/., Nucl. Phys. A444, 261 (1985).
[2] F. Liden, Nucl. Insti. and Methods Phys. Res. A288, 455 (1990).
(3] R. Popli tt a/., Phys. Rev. C20, 334 (1979).
[4] R. Popli tt a/., Phys. Rev. C23, 1085 (1981).
[5] D. Jerrestam tt al., Nucl. Phys. (to be published).
[6] W. Nazarewicz tt o/., Nucl. Phys. A435, 395 (1985).
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6.3

Deformation changes in
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F. Liden5, J. Kownacki6, Th. Lindblad5, and J.Nyberg2
'NFL, 2NBI/Ris0Denmark, 4ISN Grenoble,5MSI Stockholm, and6Warsaw V.
Experimental details can be found in section 6.2 and in Ref. [1]. The proposed extended
level scheme of 106Cd is shown in Fig. 15 with the 7-rays grouped into bands labelled
1-3. The 7-ray intensities (proportional to the widths of the arrows) and energies were
obtained from gates set on the 632.7 and 807.3 keV transitions. All 7-rays placed above
the 13+ state in band 1, above the 15" state in band 2, and above the 14" state in
band 3 are reported for the first time in this work. Fig. 16 shows the aligned spin of the
bands in 106Cd as functions of the rotational frequency, fiw. The reference configuration
subtracted in the figure is that of a fixed rotor with J° = 33.1 adjusted to the aligned
part of the (+,0) band in 104Pd, i.e. the reference only contains a linear huj dependence.
Comparisons are made with the neighbouring isotonic palladium nuclei (which have two
protons less). Total Routhian Surfaces (TRS) have also been calculated [2].
The positive parity band evolving above 11 + , is most likely built upon a (fhn/2) 2
configuration. The TRS calculation predicts that by occupying this configuration, the
nucleus increases its deformation from around (/32,7)« (0.09, —10°) to (0.17, 5°).
The observed negative-parity rotational structure can, in the TRS calculations, be
explained as built on the deformed band heads that will occur when coupling the
favoured signature of the lowest hn/ 2 neutron orbital to either the 5/2+[413] (fg7/2)
or 3/2+[411] (i/d5/2) orbitals. These configurations will be strongly mixed and the predicted deformations are close to (/?2,7) «(0.14, 7.5°).
In Fig. 16 a noticable difference between the 106Cd and the 104Pd bands is observed
when the system is cranked to higher frequencies, i.e. the aligned spin in the bands
of 106Cd decreases with hui. We interpret this as a decrease in deformation for 106Cd,
relative to 104Pd. Our calculation indeed also predicts a decrease for the v hjj^2 and
the v d 5 / 2 ®hn/ 2 configurations. The former changes from /?2 « 0.17 to 0.12, while the
latter changes from a maximal 02 ~ 0.14 to 0.11. This dynamic dependence on /?2 is
introduced by the extremely soft nuclear potential in this region.
[1] D. Jerrestam et a/., Nucl. Phys. (to be published).
[2] W. Nazarewicz et a/., Nucl. Phys. A435, 395 (1985).
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7 FRAGMENTATION
7.1 Fragmentation or 197Au by 21 MeV/nucleon

l29

Xe

K. Aleklett1, J.O. Liljenzin2, W. Loveland3, D.J Monissey4 ,
G.T. Seaborg5, and A. Yokoyama3
'Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
2
ChaImers University of Technology, S-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden
3
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331, USA
'Michigan State University, E. Lansing, Michigan 48824, USA
5
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720, USA
1.

Motivation

In nucleus-nucleus collisions at low energies (Eproj < 10 MeV/nucleon), one knows that
as the projectile charge and size increase, the dominant reaction mechanism shifts from
complete fusion to deep inelastic scattering. For the collision of heavy nuclei such as xenon
and gold, at low energies, one expects the complete fusion cross section to be zero. One also
knows that in the collision of light-medium heavy ions (C-Ar) with heavy nuclei, that one
observes a transition from complete fusion to incomplete fusion to a spallation-like or
multifragmentation reaction mechanisms as the projectile energy increases from 10 to 100
MeV/nucleon.
We thought it would be interesting to characterize the changes in reaction mechanism(s)
leading to the production of target-like fragments (TLFs) as a function of increasing projectile
energy for a heavy projectile - heavy target system, such as Xe + Au. In this report, we
present the characterization of TLFs resulting from the interaction of 21 MeV/nucleon 129Xe
with 197Au. The experiment was carried out at the National Superconducting Laboratory
(K1200) at Michigan State University.
2.

Results

The isobaric yield distribution obtained from integration of the independent yield
distributions is shown in Figure 1. The distribution is dominated by a large, broad, central
bump (<Tf~ 2100 mb) presumably reflecting sequential fission and/or breakup of TLFs. The
production cross section for surviving TLFs is 1800 mb. This accounting for most of the
cross section leaves approximately 1300 mb unaccounted for. Presumably this portion of the
total reaction cross section goes into inelastic events and the production of intermediate mass
fragments (IMFs).
A quantitative picture of the excitation function for IMF production in Xe-Au collisions
is shown in Figure 2. The lightest fragment for which we have data is 24Na, whose
production is still increasing at a projectile energy of 45 MeV/nucleon. If we define the
threshold for IMF production as corresponding to the projectile energy at which the cross
section is - lA its plateau value, then the thresholds for IMF production in the Xe + Au
system are 31, 32, 23, 13 and 13 MeV/nucleon for A= 24, 28, 48, 58, and 74, respectively.
If we look at the fragment N/Z ratios, isomer ratios and mean fragment energies we
find them to be similar to those observed for the interaction of 6.8 MeV/nucleon 129Xe with
197
Au, where it has been shown that the predominant reaction mechanism leading to TLF
formation is deep inelastic scattering. More details are given in [29], List of Publications.
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Figure 1. The target fragment isobaric yield distribution for the reaction of 21 MeV/nucleon
129
Xe with 197Au (solid line, points). The dashed lines show similar data1 for the interaction
of near barrier, 5.6 MeV/nucleon Xe with Au, while the dotted line shows the mass yield
distributions for TLFsfrom the interaction of6.8 MeV/nucleon Xe with Au.

Figure 2. The excitation Junctions for intermediate mass fragments in the 129Xe + 197Au
reaction. The data for the 21 MeV/nucleon reaction is from this work while the data for the
8.4 MeV/nucleon and 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon reactions are from ref 2 and 7.3.
1. J.V. Kratz, et al, Nucl. Phys. A332, 477 (1979).
2. I. Binder, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Report LBL-6526, July, 1977
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7.2 The interaction of 93 MeV/nucleon MAr with 197Au participant - spectator physics?
K. Aleklett1, J.O. Liljenzin2, W. Loveland3, L. Sihver1
'Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory, 5-677 82 Nyköping, Sweden
2
Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Göteborg, Sweden
3
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331, USA
1.

Motivation

Previous studies1'2 of the Ar + Au and C + Au systems at intermediate energies have
shown the increasing importance of heavy residue formation (relative to fission) with
increasing projectile energy (Figure 1). We thought it would be interesting to extend our
studies to a significantly higher energy where "participant-spectator" mechanisms for
producing target fragments might begin to operate. Accordingly we present, in this report,
preliminary results from a radiochemical measurement of the target fragment yields, angular
distributions and energy spectra for the interaction of 93 MeV/nucleon 36Ar with 197Au.
4000

20

40

80

100

E/A (MeV/N)
Figure 1. Variation of the fission cross section (solid points) and the heavy residue formation
cross section (triangles) with projectile energy for the Ar + Au system. The points at 93
MeV/A are from this work.
2.

Results

These single particle inclusive measurements took place at GANIL. The entire
experiment took 13 minutes of beam, in which 3. lxlO13 ions were delivered to the target. We
calculated the fragment isobaric yield distribution from the measured nuclidic yields and the
fragment mass yields decrease essentially exponentially from massnumbers near the target to
the lightest observed product mass numbers. Qualitatively this is characteristic of reactions3
at much higher energies and in Figure 2, we directly compare the fragment isobaric yield
distributions from the interaction of 93 MeV/A 36Ar (solid points, solid line) and 1.95 GeV/A
^Ar (dashed line) with 197Au (ref. 3). Apart from the yields of the intermediate mass
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Figure 2. Measured fragment isobaric yield distribution for the interaction of 93 MeV/nucleon
36
Ar with 196Au (solid points, silid line) and comparison with the reaction is 1.95 GeV/
nucleon3 *°Ar + 197Au (dashed line).
fragments A < 60), there are remarkably similar shapes for the fragment isobaric yield
distributions for these two reactions induced by projectiles of disparate energy. This
agreement appears to be yet another example of the concepts of total projectile kinetic energy
scaling of fragment yields and limiting fragmentation. (It is well-known that the fragment
yield distributions are similar for the interaction of 3 GeV and 78 GeV protons with 197Au.)
Because of this similarity in mass-yield distributions between the reaction of 93 MeV/nucleon
and 1.95 GeV/nucleon Ar with 19'Au, we felt we should look at other characteristics of the
two reactions to see how they compare. If we compare the measured angular distributions for
A - 125 nuclei from the interaction of 93 MeV/nucleon 36Ar, 85 MeV/nucleon 12C(ref. 4) and
400 MeV/nucleon 20Ne(ref. 5) with 197Au we find that the distribution from the Ar induced
reaction is more forward-peaked than the reactions induced by the 1-8 GeV projectiles.
Similarly, the longitudinal momentum transfer in the ^Ar induced reaction is much greater
than that seen in typical relativistic heavy ion reactions. Thus, despite the similarity in massyieli distributions between the reaction of 93 MeV/nucleon ^Ar + 147Au with typical
relativistic heavy ion induced fragmentation of 197Au, a "participant-spectator" mechanism
is not consistent with other aspects of the data.
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7.3 The interaction of 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon
129
Xe with w A u
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1.

Motivation

At low energies (10 MeV/nucleon), the fusion of a heavy nucleus such as 129 Xe with
another heavy nucleus 197Au is not possible because the Coulomb repulsion between the
interacting nuclei is too large to be counteracted by the nuclear attractive forces. As a result,
even central collisions lead to deep inelastic scattering. At high energies ( > 1 0 0 MeV/nucleon) we know1 that the interaction of 139 La + ! * 7 Au is dominated by "participantspectator" dynamics, in which deep inelastic scattering does not play a role. It is an
interesting problem in the study of nuclear reaction dynamics to be able to understand this
transition in behaviour.
We 2 have previously shown the importance (and persistence) of deep inelastic scattering
in the reaction of 21 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe + 197Au. We thought it would be important to push
these studies to higher energies to see how the deep inelastic scattering reaction mechanism
evolves with energy. Accordingly, we measured the yields, angular distributions and recoil
properties of the target-like fragments for the interaction of 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe
with 197Au using radiochemical techniques3.
2.

Results

Figure 1. Three dimensional representation of the target-like fragment angular distributions
for the interaction of 45 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe with 197Au.
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The experiment was performed at GANIL utilizing the 45 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe beam.
For the measurements with 35 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe, the primary beam was degraded using
carbon foil degraders. In the angular distribution experiment, we measured da/dO (9) for
> 100 target-like fragments. Preliminary results from the interaction of 45 MeV/nucleon
129
Xe with 197Au (Figure 1) show some interesting trends. In these distributions, one
observes a gradual evolution of the fragment angular distributions from a sidewise peaking
(A - 195)topeakingatintermediateangles(~60'forA=183)toaforwardpeaking(0*forA
- 160). Presumably this change represents a transition from quasi-elastic scattering to a two
body inelastic process to incomplete fusion. The target-like fragments are substantially more
forward-peaked than would be expected from current models incorporating dissipative effects.
For example, the model of Bonasera ej aj. 4 would predict the mean laboratory angles of
emission of the TLF's to be - 6 7 * for A = 140 and 77* forA=181, for the 45 MeV/nucleon
129
Xe + 197Au reaction while we observe the A_<. fragments to be strongly forward peaked
and the A=183 fragments be emitted at a mean angle of 60*. The onset of fragmentation
processes may be occurring at lower energies than expected from that model.
When studing the fragment isobaric yield distributions for 21, 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon
Xe + I97 Au reactions, one observes the decrease in sequential fission of the TLF with
increasing projectile energy along with a dramatic increase in the formation of the
intermediate mass fragments (A<60). A detailed analysis2 of the latter trend shows a threshold for the production of A=20-40 IMFs to correspond to a projectile energy of ~ 3 0
MeV/nucleon (E - 9 5 0 MeV, T ~ 7 MeV). This estimate of the threshold energy for IMF
production is more consistent with the evaporative decay of the composite system (which
could produce the larger IMFs seen in our observations) rather than cluster formation5 from
low density nuclear matter (which requires T - 15 MeV and leads to smaller fragments).
129

At 21 MeV/nucleon, the observed values2 of the fragment N/Z ratios, the fragment spin
distributions (as deduced from isomer ratios); the shapes of the heavy fragment yield
distributions and the fragment energies (as reduced from recoil measurements) are essentially
the same as observed6 in the interaction of 6.6 MeV/nucleon Xe with Au where deep inelastic
scattering is known to be the primary source of TLFs. Thus we concluded2 that primary
mechanism responsible for the production of heavy target residues in the higher energy
reaction was deep inelastic scattering. At 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon, while the fragment N/Z
ratios and spin distributions are essentially the same as seen in the interaction of 6.6
MeV/nucleon Xe with Au, the fragment energies (as deduced from recoil measurements) are
too low to be consistent with deep inelastic scattering. The deduced fragment energies are a
small fraction of what one calculated for completely damped events (and much less than those
observed for TLFs in 6.6 MeV/A Xe -I- Au reactions). It would seem that while dissipative
processes may be operating in the reaction of 35 and 45 MeV/nucleon 129 Xe with 197 Au, the
amount of the momentum being transferred to the target-like fragment is very small.
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Zr(n,p)90Y REACTION AT E n = 98 MeV

N Olsson1, H Condé1, E. Ramström1, T. Rönnqvtst1, R. Zorro1, J. Blomgren2, A
Håkansson2, G. Tibell2, O. Jonsson3, L. Nilsson3, P.-U. Renberg3, M. Österlund4, W.
Unkelbach5, J Wambach5, S.Y. van der Werf>, J. Ullmann7 and S.A. Wender7
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Doubl) -differential cross sections of the ^^Z^n.p) reaction have been measured at 98
MeV in the angular range 0-30° for excitation energies up to 40 MeV, using the (n,p) facility
(1). The absolute scale of the 90Zr(n,p) spectra was determined from a recent n-p scattering
experiment at the same facility (2).
The spectra have been interpreted in terms of direct and multistep reaction mechanisms.
The multistep contribution to the spectra was calculated using the statistical multistep direct
(SMDE) emission code of Bonetti and Chiesa (3,4), which is based on the quantum-statistical
theory for preequilibnum reactions developed by Feshbach et al. (S). The model has in the past
not been able to predict the reaction cross sections, since the effective interaction strength Vo
has been treated as an adjustable parameter determined by fitting the calculated differential cross
section curves to the measured ones. However, in a recent systematic study of (p,n) reactions
in the energy range 80 to 160 MeV, Scobel et al (6) found that the logarithm of the square of
Vo depends linearly on the projectile energy. From this finding we determined a value of Vo =
17.3 MeV, which was used throughout the present work.
The contribution from single step reactions was described in terms of an RPA
calculation, i.e. the excited states of the target nucleus were described as a superposition of
particle-hole excitations with respect to the 90ZT ground state. All single-particle states up to 50
MeV in the continuum were taken into account. In the calculations all particle-hole excitations
with AJ s 7 were taken into account. This relatively high value was needed to obtain
convergence at the higher excitation energies and at the largest angles.
The results of the SMDE and RPA calculations are compared with the experimental data
in fig. 1, where the SMDE contribution is shown as dashed lines and the sum of the RPA and
SMDE calculations is represented by solid lines. It can immediately be concluded that the
experimental energy spectra are very well described by the calculations in the total angular and
excitation energy range. We conclude that the concept of SMDE is a powerful tool for
distinguishing the direct reaction part in charge exchange reactions. Moreover, by including
also a microscopic RPA calculation with a very large configuration space, the experimental data
are described with high precision. With a few exceptions the agreement is within 20% The
largest deviation occurs near Ex = 5 MeV and might be explained by the strong sensitivity of the
dipole resonance to the single-particle energies used throughout the present work
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Figure 1 Experimental doubly-differential cross sections of the 90Zr(n,p) reactions at En=98
MeV (filled circles). Dashed lines: SMDE calculations. Solid lines: SMDE+RPA calculations.
To extract the contributions from different multipolanties, a multipole decomposition
was performed for each energy bin of the SMDE-subtracted experimental data. To this end
characteristic angular distributions for the different multipolanties were calculated using a
microscopic model of lp-lh excitations in the framework of DWBA (7). From the multipole
decomposition it was found that the direct part of the spectra are dominated by spin-dipole
strength, exhausting 100% of the sum rule, while the spin-monopole strength, which is
centered around 20 MeV, is exhausted to only about 20%. In addition, a Gamow-Teller (GT)
strength of Sp+ = 1.7 x 0.2 Ikeda sum rule units was extracted. Since the GT strength arises
from ground-state correlations in 90Zr, we could also extract a spectroscopic factor for the 0.91
MeV Ig9 2 hole state in "Y of C2S = 0.9 ± 0.1. These findings are in reasonable agreement
with previous results.
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BACKWARD ANGLE n-p DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTION AT 96
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An accurate measurement of the n-p differential cross section (see fig. 1), in the angular
range 116-180° at % MeV has been made at the neutron facility [1] of the The Svedberg
Laborator) The cross sections were determined by measuring the 'H(n.p) reaction on
CH: targets. Absolute n-p scattering cross sections were obtained by normalization to
the total n-p cross section [2]. Hence, the angular distribution of the differential data had
to be integrated over all angles. The part of the angular distribution not covered by the
experiment was estimated from a phenomenological phase-shift analysis [3].
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FIG. 1 The measured n-p differential cross section. The line represent a Legendre fit to
the data Data from earlier measurements are also shown.
Between ISO0 and 180° the angular distribution is steeper than earlier measurements and
potential predictions (see fig 2). The sensitivity of the differential cross section to
isospin-singlet, Js4 phase-shift parameters was studied at 100 MeV. Each parameter
was increased with 2° and the effect on the differential cross section prediction [3] was
studied The observed difference at the most backward angles is sensitive mainly to Lz3
phase shifts.
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FIG. 2. The ratio of the n-p scattering data to the cross-section predictions of a) the
VL35 phase-shift solution and to those of the b) Paris, c) Bonn and d) Nijmegen
potentials.
The results of this work are accepted for publication [4].
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The stable boron isotope 10 B has a large cross section for thermal neutrons, i.e. slow
neutrons moving at an average speed of 2200 m/sec, corresponding to an energy of 0,025 eV.
Upon capture of a thermal neutron by a IOB nucleus, two fragments, an a particle and a 7Li ion
are produced. Since they earn a kinetic energy of together 2.4 MeV they can travel up to 9
micrometer from the center of the capture reaction. This distance is comparable to the diameter
of living cells, and the strong lulling effect of the emitted radiation is therefore limited to cells
close to the disintegrating IOB nucleus.
The situation thus outlined is the basis for so called
(BNCT) which is carried out by activating non-radioactive
intermediate energy neutron radiation:

l0
I0

B-neutron capture therapy
B with relatively innocent

10B + i n —> "B —> 7Li + a + 2.4 MeV
The idea was first proposed by Locher in 1936 but at that time the chemical, physical and
radiobiological knowledge required for a rational approach did not exist.
Boron neutron capture therapy is presently attracting new attention, and significant new
findings have been reported: a new generation of cellseeking boron compounds for which
favourable pharmacokinetic behavior has been demonstrated. There are also improved
experimental data on the biological effects of neutron capture in boron and nitrogen in or close
to the target cells. Phase 1 clinical tests of the new principles, performed with reactor-produced
thermal neutrons, have been encouraging, but remaining problem is that the thermal neutrons
cause damage to superficial intervening tissues because of poor penetration. This has led to the
reconsideration of the possible use of intermediate energy ("epithermal") neutrons.
Our aim is to use a low energy proton cyclotron to produce sufficiently intense beams of
spallation neutrons that can be moderated down to keV energies suitable for neutron capture
therapy It has been shown that this is a competitive method for producing epithermal neutrons
for BNCT
Preliminary measurements of neutron flux from copper, lead and tungsten targets, after
moderation by iron and graphite, together with measurements of fast neutron and gamma
background radiation levels were made at the 72 MeV Injector Cyclotron I at P.S.I.
Comparisons with Monte Carlo calculations were made. Evidence was presented that
cyclotrons of a size already accepted for hospital-based fast neutron therapy may be utlizcd for
intermediate-energy neutron capture therapy
The group has applied for funds to built a prototype source at PSI for preclinical
research
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"THE CRYPT". A FACILITY FOR HIGH INTENSITY NEUTON
IRRADIATION AND RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION AT THE GUSTAF
WERNER CYCLOTRON.
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A general description of the first generation CRYPT-facility for radionuclide and
neutron production at the Gustaf Wemer Cyclotron has been given elsewhere1. This target
equipment has been used since 1988 for high intensity neutron irradiations, for development of
the production of medically interesting radionuclidcs and radionuclides for nuclear solid state
spectroscopy. A major reconstruction of the target equipment has been done during 1991. The
aim of the modification has been to take advantage of the experience accumulated during the
first few years of operation as well as to increase die generality and functionality of the system.
Radiation protection considerations has been guiding the new construction.
The target cooling system is
completely new with an internal closedcircuit water circulation and a heat exchanger
with a maximum cooling capacity of 35 kW.
It is also possible to switch over to air to dry
wet targets after use of the water cooling, or
to use air-cooling only.
The functionality in the remote target
observation and control system is increased
by means of a totally automated procedure to
get the targets in position for irradiation and
out again. This includes possibilities to make
on-line measurements ( e.g. heat or
resistivity measurements) on the irradiated
samples. The beam current measurements
are improved and previous disturbances and
insulation problems are believed to be
removed.
The pneumatic dispatch tube system
for the transport of targets from the hot-cell
into the Crypt and back again has undergone
some major modifications. The old system
made use of two valves in between which
the tube shuttle stopped, the valves shifted
and the fan reversed. That caused a lot of
problems when shuttles got stuck and the
new system is simplified and based on the
principle "Blow in-suck back".

Fig. The new lift and docking arrangement
at irradiation position.
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The docking system for the tube shuttles to the cyclotron vacuum system has been
totally reconstructed including a new lift for changing from the tube arrival station to the
irradiation position. The previously used He-cooled stainless steel double window to vacuum is
removed and replaced by letting the tube shuttles connect directly to the cyclotron vacuum.
Thereby one source of background radiation and concern is eliminated and the possibility of
windowless irradiations opens which is favourable for work with heavier ions. The radiation
protection is also improved through radically reduced need for human presence in the Crypt and
safer tube shuttle handling. This includes new easy-to-handle shuttles which will reduce the
radiation exposure while dismounting irradiated shuttles. The modified target system was
presented at the 1991 Target Workshop at PSI2 .

NEUTRON IRRADIATIONS IN THE CRYPT.
During the first years of operation a number of neutron irradiations have been performed
at the Foa neutron irradiation facility at the The Svedberg Laboratory. There has been a number
of diagnostive runs in order to calculate the neutron energy spectrum from various neutron
sources such as, for instance, the Be(d,n) and W(p,n) reactions. Irradiations in cooperation
with other groups has also been performed of which can be mentioned irradiation of silicon
samples for the National Defence Research Institute, Dept.3, and of radiation-hardened
electronic circuits based on Silicon On Sapphire technique, specially designed for the LHCproject at CERN.
Discussions have recently been held with the Swedish Space Agency on future
cooperation on radiation damage studies of integrated circuits using heavy ions.
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HYDROGEN PELLET TARGET DEVELOPMENT FOR WASA AT CELSIUS
B Trostell
Uppsala University, Department of Neutron Research, S-611 82 Nyköping
1 . Background
The studies of light meson rare decays and search for exotic propagators using the WASA
experimental station [1] at CELSIUS will demand a solid detecting angle as close to 4JI as possible
in order to facilitate a high total detection efficiency and complete reconstruction of events. In
addition, a high event rate is also required when doing physics at the pico-barn !evel. Hydrogen is
the most attractive target element when considering production cross sections and target
interference with secondaries. The solid hydrogen micro-sphere target facility now under
development, is the only internal target concept known today that can meet these requirements.
The research on the refueling of fusion tokamak reactors by injection of hydrogen isotopes
has spawned several types of hydrogen pellet generators. One of these, developed at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UI) [2], has a promising potential of being adaptable
as an internal hydrogen target generator for cooler storage rings. Based on this concept, work is
now in progress in Uppsala with the aim to demonstrate the feasibility of continuous vacuum
injection of a narrow hydrogen pellet stream by using differential pumping.
The continuous vacuum injection and employment of modern cryogenic technology like
closed cycled refrigeration and silicon diode thermometry has required a quite substantial alteration
of the UI pellet generator design and, furthermore, a unique vacuum injector has been added.
2 . Conceptual Target Facility Description
A pure liquid hydrogen jet, emerging through a « 15 /<m inner diameter glass nozzle at near
triple point conditions (14 K, 7.2 kPa), is broken up into uniformly sized and spaced droplets by
means of acoustical excitation of the nozzle. The velocity of the jet is « 10 m/s and the production
rate about 200 kHz for obtaining droplets having diameters « 20 /*m By keeping the pressure in
the droplet formation region slightly below the triple point value, a frozen shell is allowed to
develop on the droplets prior to the vacuum injection through a differentially pumped, two-stage
section, where a velocity increase to about 100 m/s is expected due to gas drag acceleration [3].
By charging the droplets, electric fields can be used to deflect a fraction of the pellets into a
dump volume, thereby reducing the frequency of targets crossing the beam to about 35 kHz, i.e.
just one target at the time will be present in a 3 mm wide beam. With 1010 stored protons in
CELSIUS an experimental luminosity of 1O32 cm"2 s 1 will be achieved.
When entering the proton beam, some ten milliseconds after their creation, the targets have
cooled to temperatures % 6 K and lost about 20 % of their original mass due to evaporation [4].
When passing through the beam, they are tracked by means of optical techniques, and since their
frequency of appearance has been matched to the beam size, the reaction vertex can be assigned to
the known pellet position when the appropriate triggers are alerted.
The pellets are heated to about 9 K when passing through the proton beam, giv ing a gas load
rate of a few times 1 0 4 Pa m3 s 1 and a vacuum of s 1 0 ? Pa in the interaction area [4]. The
pellets are finally dumped in a differentially pumped, two-stage collector
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3 . Present Status of the Project
The target generator has been run according to the design principles, i.e. droplet generation at
below triple point pressures followed by vacuum injection through a capillary with an inner
diameter of 0.37 mm. Single flash, 10 ns film exposures made on the vacuum side then show
frozen, unshattered droplets in the field of view. Using laser beam scattering techniques,
frequency profile measurements are underway.
As a normal procedure when testing a new liquid jet nozzle, the lowest pressure possible to
maintain in the droplet formation region, without freezing the liquid jet. is determined. At such an
occasion, it was possible to lower the pressure to == 10 % of the triple point pressure, far below
what had been possible earlier. By removing the vacuum injection nozzle and further reducing the
pressure, a hydrogen fiber with an extension of = 1.5 m was produced. The fiber was stable
within millimeters in lateral position and remained so for hours. The mechanism is not yet
completely understood, but will be the subject for further studies.
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1.

Motivation

Cosmogenic nuclides, produced by the interactions of solar cosmic ray (SCR) particles
with terrestrial and extraterrestrial matter, are (stable and radioactive) natural tracers, which
allow to investigate geo- and cosmochemical processes and to describe the cosmic ray exposure history of lunar samples, meteorites and cosmic dust. They provide the only tools by
which SCR spectra and intensities can be determined over the entire history of the solar
system.
Integral excitation functions for the production of residual nuclides by p-induced reactions are the basic data for an accurate modelling of SCR interactions with matter. Moreover, they
are essential for accelerator technology as well as for design and optimization of radionuclide
production. Last but not least, they are useful to test nuclear reaction theories in the transition
between preequilibrium and spallation.
2.

Experimental Procedure

Here we report on investigations to improve the still widely incomprehensible and unreliable data base of cross sections for the production of geo- and cosmochemically relevant nuclides. To this end, eighteen elements (C, N as Si3N4, O as SiO2, Mg, Al, Si, Ti, V, Mn as Mn/Nialloy, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zr, Nb, Rh, Ba as Ba-containing glass and Au) have been irradiated with
94 and 99 MeV protons at the external beam of the TSL-cyclotron at Uppsala. Cross sections
were determined using the stacked foil technique. Beam monitoring was done by investigating
the production of 22Na from Al, for which evaluated cross sections exist. Residual nuclides were
measured by X-, gamma- and accelerator-mass spectrometry. In order to check the quality of our
experimental procedure some target elements (22 < Z < 28) were included in the new experiments, which were formerly irradiated at Jiilich, at Louvain La Neuve and at IPN Orsay. These
experiments were made before the Uppsala cooperation started [1,2]. Comparisons between the
new and old cross sections showed excellent agreement [3].
3.

Results

Up to now, cross sections were measured for more than 120 different reactions. In particular we have been interested in the status of experimental excitation functions for the production of some radionuclides relevant for SCR interactions with terrestrial and extraterrestrial matter,
i.e. 7Be and 10Be from C, N, O, Mg, Al, Si and 22Na and ^Al from Mg, Al and Si [4]. The results
of these measurements (e.g. Fig. 1) have given new valuable cross section data which contributed
to an essential improvement of the experimental situation regarding the production of these
important cosmogenic nuclides. The new data allow for a detailed test of model calculations of
equilibrium and preequilibrium reactions for light target elements [to be submitted to Nucl. Instr.
Meth. Phys. Res., 199?.]. In future experiments at TSL we intend to perform proton irradiations
at energies of 160 MeV and 180 MeV in order to cover the entire energy range, which is of
importance for SCR interactions with matter.
We have also started to investigate the feasibility to measure residual nuclide production
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from fast (E < 200 MeV) neutron-induced reactions. A first test irradiation of Al, Si, SiO2 and
Co with 100° MeV neutrons was performed parasitically together with the (n,p)-experiment at
TSL. The measurements demonstrated that it is possible to determine production cross sections
for fast neutron-induced reactions by this technique, provided that an optimization of the irradiation facility is done and that low-level gamma-spectrometry and accelerator mass spectrometry
are applied. Such investigations are urgently needed for the interpretation of galactic cosmic ray
produced nuclides in meteorites and in planetary surfaces.
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PROTYPE STUDY OF RECOIL SPECTROMETER FOR FUSION NEUTRONS
Henri Condé1, Harald Enge4, Giuseppe GorinP.Stig Holm2, Bertil Holmqvist1, Jan Källne1,
and Per-Ulf Rehnberg2
'Dept of Neutron Research, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
2
The Svedberg Laboratory, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden
3
Dept. of Physics, University of Milan, Milan. Italy
4
Dept. of Physics, Deutron Inc, Lincoln, Mass, USA
The magnetic proton recoil (MPR) method has been devised for use in neutron
spectrometers and cameras for the diagnosis of high power fusion plasmas, especially
deuterium-tritium (DT) plasmas. These instruments can be expected to be an essential part of
the diagnostic set-up on the next generation tokamaks for burning plasmas that are now the
objective for intensive R&D studies (for instance the machines for large reactor like plasmas,
ITER [The International Test and Experimental Reactor] or NET [Next European Torus], and
the compact machine, Ignitor, of Italy. However, the MPR could also be used on JET (the
Joint European Torus) when it enters full DT operation in 1996.

TARGE1

FOCAL PLANE

<*• 50 cm

Ep(x)

Since MPR is a new approach in tokamak diagnostics and because it posses a definitive
potential for being able to play an important role in the main stream of future fusion research, it
is motivated that operating experience be gained and that the computed specifications be
verified. Moreover, experimental studies of MPR are desirable what concerns both laborator)
operation with neutron and proton beams as well as runs on existing tokamaks operating in DT
when such opportunities present themselves. We have therefore performed a conceptual
studies of MPR spectrometer design resulting the proposal of a QDQ spectrometer as shown in
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in the figure. This would be able to detect protons in the energy range 12-18 MeV
corresponding to d+t->a+n neutrons of characteristic energy 14.0 MeV. The energy
resolution would be about 2.5% for a neutron->proton conversion efficiency of 10"5 which
would be sufficient to attain rates in the MHz range in the neutron flux from burning plasmas.
This work is now proceeding with more detailed design for funding applications and
construction.

EDUCATION
B. Holmqvist
Uppsala University, INF, Studsvik
S-611 82 Nyköping, Sweden
Within the program "Experimental Subatomic Physics, in Particular Neutron Physics",
education of Ph.D. students has taken place at the The Svedberg Laboratory (H. Condé et al). At
Studsvik Ph.D. courses have been given in "Subatomic Physics" (K Aleklett and B. Holmqvist)
and "Nuclear Energy" (B Holmqvist). At Uppsala a Ph.D. course in "Application of Neutron
Physics" has been given by members of the program. The contribution "Nuclear Energy" in this
course has also been presented to students at the Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics at the
Royal Institute of Technology at Stockholm (B. Holmqvist). Regular undergraduate courses in
"Nuclear Energy" (B. Holmqvist) have also been given at the Centre of Technology at Uppsala.
On behalf of the Faculty of Mathematical Sciences a group within the University has been
selected (B. Holmqvist, chairman, et al.) to investigate the possibilities to start a MSc education in
"Energy and Environmental Technology" at Uppsala. The final report (in Swedish) was presented
to the Faculty in December 1991 who decided to continue the work following the lines given by the
investigation group.
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ACCUMULATION OF 10B IN THE CENTRAL DEGENERATIVE AREAS OF
HUMAN GLIOMA AND COLON CARCINOMA SPHEROIDS AFTER BSH
ADMINISTRATION
Orn-Anong Pettersson, Jörgen Carlsson and Erik Grusell.
Division of Physical Biology
Department of Radiation Sciences,
Uppsala University, Box 535
S-751 21 Uppsala, Sweden.
Boron neutron capture therapy, BNCT, is based on the 10B(n,a)7Li nuclear reaction. The
reaction has a high thermal neutron cross section of 3840 barn. The produced lithium ions and
alpha particles are high linear energy transfer (LET) particles. Their short range in tissue (5 - 9
l*m) mainly restricts the radiation damage to those cells in which boron is located at the time of
neutron irradiation A selective uptake of 10B in the target cells is important for successful
inactivation of cell proliferation. The principles for BNCT of cancer have recently been
reviewed by Fairchild ct. al (1), Barth et. al. (2) and Gabel (3).
Sulfhydryl boron hydride, Na2Bi2HnSH (BSH) (10B-enriched), is presently used for
BNCT of malignant gliomas Clinical experience indicates that BSH is taken up in gliomas but
it is not known to which structures it binds at the cellular level. In vitro tests on monolayer
cultured cells have indicated that BSH does not bind, or only shows very weak binding, to
single isolated cells
It is possible that BSH accumulates in tumor regions due to the special conditions in
poorly vasculanzed tumor tissue, such as low pCH. low extracellular pH, metabolic gradients
and degenerative changes. To test this we incubated three types of multiccllular tumor
spheroids with BSH for different times and analysed both penetration and binding The spatial
distribution of 10B in sections of the spheroids was analysed by neutron capture
autoradiography.
Multicellular spheroids arc considered in vitro models of tumor microregions (4, 5) and
arc used to simulate therapy with cytoxic drugs and radiation (5, 6, 7). In this study we applied
colon carcinoma, glioma and prostatic carcinoma spheroids of human origin. The colon
carcinoma and different types of glioma spheroids are well characterized regarding growth and
local variations in pC>2 and pH (8, 9),
There was an extensive accumulation of 10B in the central regions of both the glioma and
the colon carcinoma spheroids (figure 1) The accumulation was, for all three types of
spheroids, lower in the peripheral regions containing viable cells and the 10B track density
closely followed the pattern of the degenerative changes. There was massive necrosis in the
central regions of the colon carcinoma spheroids, in accordance with previous findings (10),
and the track density was high and homogeneous in this region. The glioma spheroids were
characterized by a continuously increasing frequency of pyknotic nuclei as a function of depth
(9, 11 ).and the spatial distribution of tracks followed the same pattern Nearly no 10B could be
detected in the outer cells layers of the giioma spheroids and in monolayer cultured glioma
cells The accumulation in the prostatic carcinoma spheroids was low and could only be
demonstrated after irradiation with high neutron flucnccs. Note in figure lc that the signs of
pyknotic nuclei and cell degeneration in the central regions of the prostatic carcinoma spheroids
were not as evident as for the colon carcinoma and glioma spheroids shown in figures la and
c.
The appcarcncc of necrosis is a common feature in bad vasculari/.ed regions of tumour
tissue and also in the central regions of cultured spheroids The present hypothesis about
induction of necrosis is that it is due to a combination of different stress factors of which low
pH, low pO; and low glucose concentration might be the most important (5, 6, 8, 12) Thus,
the observed differences between the gliomas and prostatic carcinomas regarding the shape of
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the necrotic areas are probably due to differences in the quantitative contribution of these stress
factors or due to different sensitivities for the stress factors.
Thus, the 10 B accumulation after BSH administration correlated mainly with the occurence
of degenerative changes in the studied spheroids. A possible explanation to the successful use
of BSH reported for treatments of malignant gliomas (2) might be that the substance
accumulates in degenerative tumor microregions and that there might then be a slow release of
BSH from these regions into surrounding viable cell layers during the neutron irradiation.
Durand (7) has recently pointed out that binding of anthracyclines in some areas of a tumour
and a delayed release might give an improved therapeutical effect. The situation regarding BSH
can be similar.
The penetration assay, based on freeze drying and vapour fixation, showed that BSH
penetrated easily into the studied spheroids. BSH is a small molecule and should not have
difficulties diffusing extracellularily into the deeper regions of the spheroids. Thus, the low
accumulation of 10 B in the prostatic carcinoma spheroids could not be explained by penetration
difficulties
Previous studies on transplanted tumors in mice have shown that 1 0 B after BSH
administration accumulated in the central regions of the tumors. Studies were carried out on
implanted tumors of Harding-Passley melanoma (13) and RGC6 glioma (14) types. The 10 B
distributions were analysed in track detector films placed on whole body sections. It was
clearly seen that BSH easily penetrated and that '°B bound in the central and possibly
degenerative areas
Further studies should be conducted to analyse the molecular mechanisms causing the
accumulation of 10 B in the degenerative regions. The accumulation can, for example, be due to
a more or less unspecific binding of BSH to degradation products. It is also possible that BSH
binds with a specific mechanism to cell debris or degenerating cells with or without pyknotic
nuclei. Microenvironmental factors such as low pH and low pCb, which are characteristic
features of poorly vascularized tumor tissue, might also be of importance. Inside the spheroids
at 200 f4Tti depth from the outer surface, the pH has been reported to decrease 0.13 - 0.23 and
0.25 - 0.46 pH units for colon carcinoma and for different types of glioma spheroids,
respectively, while the corresponding pO 2 decrease was 115 - 135 and 70 - 100 mmHg (8,
12).
The most extensive BSH binding was seen in the deeper regions of the spheroids where
both the pH and the pO2 values were low. Thus, low pH or pC>2, or the combination, might be
of importance for BSH binding. The colon carcinoma spheroids seemed to bind more BSH
than the glioma spheroids (figure 1) and since the colon carcinoma spheroids had lower central
pC>2 values the correlation between BSH binding and low pCh seemed most obvious.
However, this corelation docs, so far, not have general validity because too few cell types were
studied and the observed relations might be coincident. Possible changes in the redox potential
of the central regions might also influence BSH binding. BSH might be oxidized to a dimer
and also react with disulfide-containing proteins. This might be processes which preferentially
takes place in the central, possibly proteolytic, regions of the spheroids.
This investigation is presently under publication in Cancer Research, vol.; 52, 1992. The
work was financially supported by grants from the Swedish Cancer Society, 1176-B90-03XA,
3009-B91-01XAB, 980-B90-02XB and 2366-B91-06XBB.
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Figure 1. Photographs of stained histological sections (left side) and alpha and lithium tracks in
the track detectors (light side) from spheroids that were incubated with BSH containing
medium for 24 hours Colon carcinoma spheroids (a) & (b), glioma spheroids (c) & (d) and
prostatic carcinoma spheroids (e) & (f) The histological sections and the track detectors were
irradiated with 101-* ncutrons/cm- before separation The bar corresponds to 100
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MELANOMA CELL LINES REGARDING GROWTH,
RADIOSENSITIVITY AND BINDING OF CARBORANYLALAN1NE
Orn-Anong Pettersson, Pär Olsson, Peter Lindström,
Stefan Sjöberg, Bengt Larsson* and Jörgen Carlsson.
Division of Physical Biology
Department of Radiation Sciences
*Department of Toxicology
Biomedical Center
Uppsala University
Box 535, S-751 21 Uppsala, SWEDEN
Several cell-lines from malignant melanomas are available for tests of experimental therapy
in cancer research. In this study three melanoma cell lines were characterized regarding growth,
radiosensitiv ity and binding of the L and D forms of carboranylalanine. The aim of the study
was to develop conditions for experimental tests ('" boron neutron capture therapy, BNCT,
using carboranyl-alanine as the targeting substance.
Malignant melanomas seem especially well suited for clinical trials with BNCT since
several tumour seeking boron compounds of interest recently have been described (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6). In this study we have analysed binding of the L and D forms of carboranylalanine to three
melanoma cell lines. A glioma cell line was used for comparison. Comparisons were also made
with two other boron compounds, the thiol BSH and the thiourea BTU-1, which recently have
been proposed as candidates for BNCT.
The melanoma cells had doubling times in the range 1.0-1.4 days and all three had a plating
efficiency of about 0.2 The radiosensitiv Uy was rather low and shoulders were obtained in the
low dose region of the survival curves indicating good capacity to repair sublethal damage.
The D form of carboranylalanine accumulated strongly in all three tested melanoma cell
lines while the L-form accumulated strongly in only two. BTU-1 accumulated somewhat well in
ail three melanoma cell lines although to a much lesser extent than D-carboranylalanine. BSH
showed some accumulation in two of the melanoma cell lines. The glioma cells, used for
comparison, had in all cases very low binding although both forms of carboranylalanine
showed a tendency towards increased values. Thus, it is clear that both forms of
carboranylalanine are promising for the continued studies regarding targeting of melanoma cells
for BNCT.
The mechanisms for binding of carboranylalanine has to be evaluated in more detail. The
accumulation of carboranylalanine could be due to an active aminoacid uptake in which
carboranylalanine is taken up as an analogue to another aminoacid. The accumulation can also
be due to binding to preformed melanin. It is necessary to make determinations of the amount of
melanin in the different cell types and to analyse to what extent the amount of melanin correlates
with the amount of binding of the different substances. Carboranyl-alanine could theoretically
also be a precursor in the melanin synthesis but this is less likely because also the D form was
accumulated. However, it is anyhow necessary to see if the amount of melanin synthesis
correlates with the amount of incorporation of the different substances. Other not previously
known mechanisms might also be responsible for the accumulation.
Another substance presently considered for therapy of malignant melanomas is pboronophenylalanine, BPA Promising BNCT studies on experimental animals have been
reported for this substance (3, 7) and the first clinical trial with BPA for treatment of a
malignant melanoma was performed by Mishima et al. (3, 4, 8).
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The mechanism behind the binding of BPA in melanoma cells is neither well understood.
Mishima et al. (3) proposed that 8PA selectively accumulates in melanoma tissue as a "false"
melanin precursor due to its structural similarity to tyrosine, which is the natural melanin
precursor. However, Coderrc et al. (2) reported that the BPA uptake in melanoma is dependent
on active amino acid transport rather than on melanin synthesis and they also reported that BPA
was selectively incorporated in a poorly pigmented B-16 murine melanoma (2).
The use of thioureas as boron vehicles has recently turned out to be another possible
approach (5, 6). Various thioureas, e. g. thiouracil, are known to be localized selectively in
melanin during its synthesis (6). They are apparently bound to dopaquinone, an intermediate of
the melanin synthetic pathway, and the adduct is gradually trapped in the melanin polymer
during its formation.
Various boronated thioureas, with specificity for growing melanin, have been synthesized
and tested for melanoma targeting in mice carrying murine melanoma. Examples are
decarborane adducts with 5-(diethylamino) methyl-2-thiouracil and 1H-1, 2, 4-triazole-3-thiol
(9), 5-dihydroxyboryl-2-thiouracil and its 6-propyl derivative (10, 11), a carboranyl-thiouracil
adduct (12) and some other compounds (6).
5-Dihydroxyboryl-2-thiouracil was found to be selectively localized in B16 and HardingPassey melanomas, transplanted to mice. The retention in the tumours was persitant in time,
and 3 hours after the injection, boron concentrations sufficient for application of BNCT were
obtained. Boronated thiouracil was used in the present study to allow comparison with the
incorporation of L and D carboranylalanine.
So far, none of the boronated thioureas has come to clinical practice. A drawback of using
boronated thioureas is the tendency of melanoma metastases to lose pigmentation. About 7% of
the primary cutaneous melanomas are amelanotic, but as much as 31% of the distant metastases
lack melanin (13). These conditions restrict the use of boronated thiourcas for BNCT to
melanotic melanoma, and if poorly pigmented cells are present in the tumours, the use of a
"cocktail" of boronatcd melanoma-seekers, e.g. BPA, thiouracil, boronated monoclonal
antibodies and carboranylalanine, could be a possibility.
To summarize it can be stated that further tests of the the binding of carboranylalanine to
melanoma cells should be made to analyse the nature of the accumulation. It is not known if the
accumulation is due to active aminoacid uptake in which carboranylalaninc or due to binding to
preformed melanin or if other mechanisms arc responsible for the accumulation
The work was financially supported by grants from the Swedish Cancer Society, 1176B90-03XA, 3009-D91-01XAB, 980-B90-02XB and 2366-B91-06XBB.
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SOME ASPECTS ON BORON NEUTRON CAPTURE THERAPY
Jörgen Carlsson1), Stefan Sjöberg2) and Bengt S. Larsson3)
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Boron and low energy neutrons constitute together a "binary weapon" against cancer. The
target cancer cells have to be loaded with 10B and at a chosen time this boron load is activated
by applying a radiation field of low energy (thermal or epithermal) neutrons. Neutrons from the
Studsvik R2-0 reactor are used in the Swedish research projects regarding boron neutron
capture therapy. BNCT.
The nuclear reaction l°B(ln, ^He)7Li that is initiated by neutron capture occurs with high
probablility and the energetic 4He and 7Li ions arc strongly celltoxic. These nuclear fragments
have ranges of 9 and 5 ^m in tissue, respectively. The cross-section for neutron capture varies
with neutron energy and is large for low energy "thermal" neutrons and lowest for high energy
neutrons. In 94% of the capture reactions prompt gamma radiation is also formed. This gamma
radiation does not deliver any dosage of therapeutical value but can be used to give a relative
measure of the boron content in the irradiated area at the time of neutron activation. Natural
boron contains about 80% '•B and 20% 10 B. Since only 10B has a high cross-section for
capture of thermal neutrons it is necessary to use 10B-enriched compounds. Several boron
compounds are now commersially available in the enriched form.
Types of tumours. Many types of tumours are candidates for BNCT, but selective
tumour seekers are lacking for the large majority of tumour types. The characterization of
tumour markers and tumour-associated antigens is a developing field (1, 2, 3) and the next ten
years will hopefully give increased valuable knowledge. In some cases there is already
considerable knowledge about tumour specific targets such as tumour associated antigens in
colon carcinomas (4, 5), melanin precursors in malignant melanomas (6) and amplified EGF
receptors in some gliomas (7) but the principles how to specifically deliver sufficient amounts
of boron are not evident. The clinical tests for treatment of malignant gliomas made so far
concerns the use of a low molecular weight boron containing thiol, BSH, whose binding
structure is not known as will be described below.
Boron concentrations. The required boron concentration in a tumour cell is given by
the ratio between the dose due to neutron capture in 10B and that of background capture in the
normally existing elements nitrogen and hydrogen. Capture in nitrogen produces protons with a
range of about 10-11 }Am and this gives a "background" radiation dose to all cells in the neutron
activated area. The capture in hydrogen gives gamma radiation which locally not contributes
very much to the dose but that may give significant effects when larger volumes of tissues are
irradiated The cross sections for capture of neutrons in nitrogen and hydrogen are not very
large (1.75 and 0.33 versus 3 837 barns for 10B) but both nitrogen and hydrogen arc abundant
in tissue and the resulting radiation doses arc therefore not negligible. This means that rather
high local concentrations of I0 B have to be present in the target cells to give a significant borondependent radiation dose Some calculations, based on experiments, have been performed with
regard to the necessary amounts of 10B in the target cells and the effects of different spatial 10B
distributions (8-11) From these calculations it can be deduced that the local concentration of
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B in the ncigbourhood of ihe critical radiation target, DNA, must be more than 10 ppm (10
/ig/g).
Boron-containing substances. The boron-containing substances presently considered
for therapy can be divided in different groups and some examples are given in the schematic
presentation in table 1.
BSH. Di-sodium undccahydro-mercapto-closo-dodecacarborate, BSH, (figure la) which
is presently tried for treatment of malignant gliomas consists of twelve 10B atoms and one SH
group It has not been possible, so far, to show good binding of BSH to isolated tumour cells
but a significant uptake in malignant tumours (especially in gliomas) has anyhow been
demonstrated for both BSH. and the corresponding disulfide BSSB. in experimental animals
(12) and in surgical patient samples (13, 14). The levels of BSH in normal brain tissue arc
usually low It has also been shown that the blood levels of BSH decrease rather fast and that,
within one hour, a higher concentration of 10B is obtained in the tumour mass than in the
blood. Thus, the vascular endothelium will probably not be seriously damaged.
BPA. A substance, presently tested for therapy of malignant melanomas, is pboronophenylalanine, BPA (figure lb). Promising BNCT studies on experimental animals have
been reported (15, 16) and the first clinical trial with BPA was performed by Mishima et al. (16
-18). The first patient suffered from an inoperable malignant melanoma lesion on the left
occiput and the perilesional injections of BPA followed by irradiation with thermal neutrons
was successfully tested. The mechanism behind the retention of BPA in melanoma cells is so
lar not fully understood. Mishima ct al. (16) proposed that BPA selectively accumulates in
melanoma tissue due to its structural similarity to tyrosine, which is the natural melanin
precursor. According to Coderre ct al. (19), the BPA uptake in melanoma is dependent upon
active amino acid transport rather than upon melanin synthesis.
Thioureas. The use of thioureas as boron vehicles is another possible approach to the
treatment of malignant melanoma (6, 20). Various thioureas, e. g. thiouracil, are known to be
localized selectively in melanin during its synthesis (6). They are apparently bound to
dopaquinone, an intermediate of the melanin synthetic pathway, and the adduct is gradually
trapped in the melanin polymer during its formation. Various boronatcd thioureas, with
specificity for growing melanin, have been synthesized and tested for melanoma targeting in
mice carrying murine melanoma. Examples arc decarboranc adducts with 5-(diethylamino)
methyl-2-thiouracil and 1H-1, 2, 4-triazole-3-thiol (21), 5-dihydroxyboryl-2-thiouracil and its
6-propyl derivative (22), a carboranyl-thiouracil adduct and some other compounds (6). 5Dihydroxyboryl-2-thiouracil (figure lc) was found to be selectively localized in B16 and
Harding-Passcy melanomas, transplanted to mice. The retention in the tumours was pcrsistant
in time, and 3 hours after the injection, boron concentrations higher than 100 ppm were
obtained, which is sufficient for possible application of BNCT (22). So far, none of the
boronated thioureas has been subject to clinical testing.
Monoclonal antibodies. Several attempts have been made to label monoclonal antibodies
with boron (14, 22). The main problem with antibodies have so far been to load them with
large amounts of boron without loosing the "immunorcactivity", i.e. the binding capacity to the
antigens.
Nucleosides and oligonucleotides. Several types of nucleosides and oligo-nucleotides
containing boron arc presently synthesized. The hope is that the nucleosidcs are selectively
incoiporatcd in the DNA of the fast growing tumour cells which should increase the BNCT
efficiency in tumour cell killing substantially. It might, in the future, be possible to synthesize
boronatcd oligonuclcotidcs with sequences that have homology with sequences in, for example,
endogencous mRNA and thereby they might bind and be retained in the cells. However,
oligonucleotides can not easily penetrate into cells and the problem of membrane
pcrmeabilization is not solved so far
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Growth factors and hormones. Growth factor receptors might be targets for BNCT if they
arc overcxpressed in the tumour cells. For example, it has been reported that the EGF receptors
arc overexpressed in 25-30*£ of highly malignant gliomas (7, 23). The targeting substance can
be monoclonal antibodies against the EGF-receptor labelled with I()B or it can be EGF-based
conjugates containing 10B Aminoalkyl-carboranes (24) and carboranylaminoacids such as ocarboranyl-alanine (25) (figure Id) are considered for conjugations to EGF. The advantage to
use EGF-based conjugates is that the binding to the receptor is very specific and the risk for
unspecific binding is low Furthermore, EGF containing conjugates can be made rather small
and this is an advantage both for the penetration into tumours and for the decreased risk of
unwanted immunogenic effects. EGF-bascd conjugates have so far mainly been tested in vitro
(26). It has been shown that conjugates between EGF and toxic substances selectively kill cells
with large amounts of EGF receptors. It has also been shown that EGF guided targeting of 131 I
give specific toxic effects to receptor-rich glioma cells (27 - 29).
The BNCT studies performed by the authors have been supported by grants from the
Swedish Cancer Society (Grants no.: 1176-B90-03XA, 3009-B91-01XAB, 980-B90-02XB
and 2366-B91-06XBB) and the International Union Against Cancer, UICC, Geneva. An
extended version of this review have been submitted for publication to Acta Oncologica 1992.
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Table 1. Examples of

10

B-containing substances used in clinical trials or with potential to be

used iu clinical trials with BNCT. The target structures and the types of tumours treated or to be
treated are listed schematically.
Presently tested in therapy

IaigeLstniCtlllE

Tumour types treated

BSH

Unknown

Malignant gliomas

BPA

Unknown

Malignant melanomas

Potential for future therapy

Target structure

Tumour types to be treated

Monoclonal antibodies

Tumour assoc. antigens

Antigen-rich tumours

Nucleosides

DNA

Fast growing tumours

Growth factors/hormones

Receptors

Receptor-amplified tumours

Thioureas

Melanin

Malignant melanomas
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Figure 1. Schematic structural formulas of some

10

B-containing substances used in clinical

trials or with potential to be used in clinical trials with BNCT.
a) di-sodium undecahydro-mcrcapto-closo-dodecacarborate, BSH.
b) p-boronophenylalanine, BPA.
c) 5-dihydroxyboryl-2-thiouracil.
d) o-carboranylalanine.

2-

Na2+
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Abbreviations
Since the abbreviations correspond to Swedish expressions both English and (Swedish)
expressions arc given.
CTH:

Chalmers University of Technology
(Chalmers Tekniska Högskola, Göteborg)
IOC: Department of Inorganic Chemistry
(Institutionen för Oorganisk Kemi)

KTH:

Royal Institute of Technology
(Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan, Stockholm)
IRF: Department of Neutron and Reactor Physics
(Institutionen för Neutron- och Reaktorfysik)

UU:

University of Uppsala
(Uppsala Universitet)
INF: Department of Neutron Research
(Institutionen för NeutronForskning)
IOC: Department of Inorganic Chemistry
(Institutionen för Oorganisk Kemi)
IS V: Department of Radiation Sciences
(Institutionen för StrålningsVclcnskap)
NFL: The Studsvik Neutron Research Laboratory
(NeutronForskningsLaboratoriet i Studsvik)

